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Distribution System (EDS) was performed. Temporary Instruction 2515/107 was

used for guidance.

Results of Ins ection and General Conclusions:

In general, the design of the WNP-2 EDS and associated systems appeared
acceptable. Generally, the EDS and support systems appeared capable of
performing their intended functions during normal and accident conditions.
The team identified no immediate safety concerns. The team identified three
items regarding maximum standby service water temperature, minimum acceptable
Emergency Diesel Generator cooling flow and maximum equipment room
temperatures that may impact Engineered Safety (ESF) equipment operability
during warmer weather. The capability of the WNP-2 engineering and technical
support organizations appeared good. However, the performance of these
organizations requires improvement. The team identified many errors in the
areas of design control implementation, procedure compliance and problem
resolution.
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Si nificant Safet Matters:

The inspection identified three technical items that have potential safety
significance in that Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) operability during warmer
weather may be impacted. Additionally, although the six apparent violations
did not result in a significant safety problem, the large number of examples
of failure to follow procedures increases the potential for a safety issue to
develop in the future.

Summar of A arent iolations and Deviations:

Attachment 2 contains a summary of 6 apparent violations, 3 non-cited
violations, and 2 deviations.

0 en Items Summar :

Attachment 2 contains a summary of 8 inspector followup items.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) team conducted an electrical
distribution system functional inspection (EDSFI) at the WNP-2 Nuclear Plant.
The inspection was conducted by personnel from Region V and contractor
personnel from Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd (AECL) from January 13 through
February 14, 1992.

The NRC team evaluated the adequacy of the design and implementation of the
electrical distribution system (EDS), and the adequacy of associated
engineering and technical support. The inspection sampling and methodology is
discussed in the next section of this report.

Team Identified Weaknesses:

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Many of the problems identified by this inspection were originally
brought to your attention by your own guality Assurance (gA) organization
which led similar audits in 1990. Your staff initially had difficulty
providing the NRC team with an accurate, current status of the corrective
actions taken in response to your gA self-evaluations. Later it was
determined that a large percentage of your findings have not yet been
resolved. This projects the per ception of an organization which lacks
the ability to focus on a technical problem through r solution.

This inspection identified numerous examples of failure to adhere to
plant procedures which has been a chronic problem at WNP-2. Supply
System management has not yet corrected this problem.

In contrast to our findings, recent Supply System gA audits have failed
to identify similar procedural violations. " This is particularly vexing
because audits by the WNP-2 gA organization did not just conclude
procedure compliance was adequate, but concluded it was exemplary.

Industry experience from switchyard events at Vogtle, Diablo Canyon and
Palo Verde had not been fully incorporated into WNP-2 activities.
Engineering and technical work was not always thorough or complete. The
team identified examples where the engineering organization failed to
adequately resolve calculations whose results exceeded technical
specification limits or design bases values. The team identified some
calculations that had incorrect assumptions and calculation errors.

The Supply System's implementation of configuration management systems
was weak. The team identified numerous Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR) and design basis calculation discrepancies. The team also
identified top tier drawings that had not been updated (red-lined) in
accordance with WNP-2 procedures.



earn Identified Stren ths:

1. The Supply System SSFI program is an excellent diagnostic tool. The
EDSFI led by the quality assurance group in 1989 was a thorough,
penetrating audit that identified significant programmatic and technical
deficiencies.

2. The engineering organization, particularly the electrical group, appeared
technically competent, as demonstrated by the many calculations modified
or generated in response to team questions.

CONCLUSIONS:

In general, the design of the WNP-2 EDS and associated systems appeared
acceptable. Generally, the EDS and support systems appeared capable of
performing their intended functions during normal and accident conditions.
The team identified three items regarding maximum standby service water
temperature, minimum acceptable Emergency Diesel Generator cooling flow and
maximum equipment room temperatures that may impact Engineered Safety Feature
(ESF) equipment operability during warmer weather. The capability of the WNP-

2 engineering and technical support organizations appeared good. However, the
performance of these orr ~nizations r.quires improvement. The team identified
many errors in the areas of design control implementation, procedure
compliance and problem resolution.



1.0 ack round Ob'ectives and Hethodolo

Previous NRC inspections at other utilities observed that the functionality of
safety-related systems was compromised as a result of design deficiencies
introduced during initial design and subsequent design modifications of the
electrical distribution system (EDS). Consequently, the NRC initiated EDS

functional inspections to assess the capability of the EDS to perform their
intended functions during all plant operating and accident conditions.

The two main objectives of the WNP-2 EDS team inspection were to assess the
capability of the EDS to perform its intended functions during all plant
operating and accident conditions, and to assess the capability and
performance of the licensee's engineering and technical support organizations.

In preparation for the inspection, the team reviewed the WNP-2 FSAR, WNP-2

Technical Specifications and WNP-~ probabilistic risk assessment information.
The team also reviewed both plant specific and industry historical information
such as NRC Information Notices 91-06, "Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Lock-
out," and 91-29, "EDS Deficiencies," NRC inspection reports, and Licensee
Event Reports (LERs).

Risk-based guidance for the inspection of the WNP-2 EDS w; . provided to the
inspection team by a review of „ -ii-,';c risk information on General Electric
(GE) boiling water reactor (BWR) plants as documented in an NRC report
entitled, "Risk-Based Guidance for EDSFI at WNP-2 Nuclear Station." This
report provided important accident sequence and safety-significant electrical
component insight to focus the inspection effort. The report aided the team
in the selection of the inspection sample load path (Division 1) and the
review of historical information to identify significant and recurrent EDS

problems at WNP-2.

The team reviewed calculations and associated documents to ensure electrical
power of acceptable voltage, current, and frequency would be available to
safety-related equipment powered from the station EDS. The review included
portions of the onsite and offsite EDS including the station startup and
auxiliary transformers, the 500KV, 230KV, and the 115 KV ac systems, the
4.16KV ac Class lE system, the emergency diesel generators (EDGs), the 480V ac
Class lE system, the 120V ac Class lE system, the station batteries, and the
125V dc Class 1E systems. The team also reviewed the mechanical systems which
interface with the EDS. The team conducted walkdowns and inspected
maintenance, calibration, and surveillance'activities and records for the
above mentioned systems. In addition, the team reviewed selected
modifications, problem evaluation reports (PERs), and LERs to assess the
capability arid performance of the licensee's engineering and technical support
organizations.

The team verified conformance to 10 CFR Part 50 Appendices A and B, as
appropriate. The team reviewed plant Technical Specifications (TSs), the
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), and appropriate Safety Evaluation Reports
(SERs) to verify that technical requirements and licensee commitments were
being met.



2.0 lllti 1 S t
2.1 Offs'te Power S stem

2.1.1 Description

The offsite power system for the WNP-2 Nuclear Generating Station consists of
500KV ac, 230KV ac and 115KV ac systems. The station's main generator output
is connected to the 500KV ac system by isolated phase bussing and a 25KV-500KV
main step-up transformer bank. A tap from the isolated phase bus serves as
the normal power supply for the onsite Class 1E and non-Class 1E electrical
distribution systems during normal station power operation. Startup and
shutdown power is supplied to the Class 1E and non-Class lE electrical
distribution systems from the 230KV ac system. The 115KV ac system serves as
a backup supply for the Class 1E EDS. The 500KV ac system is also available
as an additional power source for the EDS during plant shutdown. The 500KV ac
system source is made available by removing the connection straps from the
generator to isolated phase bus connections then back-feeding through the main
step-up transformer bank.

2.1.2 System Characteristics

The team revie;; 0 the capacity and capability of the offsite power system to
provide acceptable electrical power to the station's safety related 'nsite
C'lass lE electrical distribution system. fhe ~OOKV and 230KV ac connections
are single circuit transmission lines to Bonneville Power Administration's
(BPA) Ashe switchyard, approximately one-half mile away. The 115KV ac
connections are made by a single circuit transmission line to BPA's Benton
switchyard, approximately four miles away. The team reviewed WNP-2 electrical
outage reports. The reports indicated the plant had experienced two losses of
the 500KV ac system with unit trips due to 500KV ac insulator flashover within
the transformer yard; access to the 230KV ac system was lost once following an
accidental plant trip and an unsuccessful automatic transfer to the 230KY ac
supply with subsequent transfer to the 115KV ac supply (see Section 2. 1.5 for
further discussion); and the station had experienced two momentary losses of
the 115KV ac supply.

The team reviewed the 1989, 1990 and 1991 BPA "Substation Schedules" to
determine past line voltage variation at the Ashe switchyard. The 500KV ac
bus, whose normal bus voltage is 540KV, operated as low as 538KV and as high
as 542KV. The 230KV ac bus, whose normal bus voltage is 230KV, operated as
low as 230KV and as high as 242KV. The team found FSAR Section 8.3. 1.2.4.2.3
(page 8.3-51) stated the maximum value of the 230KV ac system was 240KV. The
team provided this FSAR discrepancy, 242KV vice 240KV, to the licensee. The
licensee committed to make a FSAR change.



2.1.3 Auxiliary Transformers

The WNP-2 station has two unit or normal auxiliary transformers, a startup
auxiliary transformer and a backup auxiliary transformer. The normal
auxiliary transformers connect to the station's main generator leads; the
startup transformer connects to the 230KV ac system and the backup auxiliary
transformer connects to the 115KV ac system.

During normal plant power operation, one of the normal auxiliary transformers
supplies two 6.9KV ac non-Class IE busses. The other normal auxiliary
transformer has two secondary windings of unequal KVA ratings, which supply
three 4. 16KV ac non-Class 1E and three 4. 16KV ac Class lE busses during normal
plant power operation. The startup auxiliary transformer has two secondary
windings of unequal KVA ratings and voltage ratings. During plant startup and
shutdown one winding supplies the 6.9KV ac non-Class 1E busses and the other
winding supplies the 4.16KV ac non-Class lE and 4. 16KV ac Class 1E busses.
The backup auxiliary transformer has a single secondary winding and provides
power to two redundant 4. 16KV ac Class 1E busses upon the loss of the startup
auxiliary transformer or the 230KV ac system.

To evaluate the adequacy of the auxiliary transformer ratings, the team
reviewed the following calculations: 02.01.03, Revision 2, dated October 27,
1976, "Summary Auxiliary:7: ansformer Sizing," 02.02.02, Revision 4, dated
January 17, 1985, "Hain Plant Bus Loading," 02.02. 16, Revision 1, dated
February 28, 1978, "Loading Summary-Major Plant Operating Loads," 02.02.18,
Revision 17, dated March 1, 1991, "480V Switchgear Load Study," and 02.90.91,
Revision 0, dated October 28, 1991, "Low Voltage Systems Loading and Voltage
Calculations."

Even though these calculations supported the transformer KVA ratings, the team
found the calculations were not consistent in loading data and, except for
calculation 02.90.91, did not reflect current plant loads. When questioned on
this issue, the licensee stated they had previously recognized the
calculations were not current and had a revised calculation in their review
and approval process. The team reviewed that revised calculation and found
the auxiliary transformer KVA ratings were not exceeded during startup, full
load operation, shutdown oper ation or emergency conditions. The team
concluded the ratings of the auxiliary transformers were adequate.

2. 1.4 Surge Protection

The team found the 500KV, 230KV and 115KV ac systems that served WNP-2 were
designed with lightning and switching surge protection. The transmission
lines are protected from direct lightning strikes by overhead ground wires.
Surge arresters are applied on the high voltage sides of the main step-up,
startup auxiliary and backup auxiliary transformers.

The team noted that no surge protection is applied on the 4. 16KV ac Class 1E
system served by the auxiliary transformers. In response to the team's
question on the absence of surge protection on the 4. 16KV ac system, the
licensee performed a preliminary analysis which demonstrated that the surge
protection provided on the high voltage side of the auxiliary transformers was
adequate to protect the 4.16KV ac system equipment from external switching and
lightning surges. Based on this analysis, the team concluded the WNP-2 surge
protection design was adequate.



2. 1.5 Automatic Fast Bus Transfer (AFBT)

The WNP-2 medium voltage (6.9KV ac and 4.16KV ac) busses were designed with
control logic that provides an automatically initiated fast dead bus transfer
(i.e., without intentional time delay) of supply from the normal auxiliary
transformers to the startup transformer. The automatic transfer scheme is
activated by the main generator protective relay tripping system. In the
event the 230KV ac system is not available upon transfer, the two redundant
4.16KV ac Class IE busses are automatically transferred to the 115KV ac backup
transformer with an approximate four seconds time delay. If the 115KV ac
system is also unavailable, the redundant 4.16KV ac busses are transferred to
the onsite emergency diesel generators (EDGs).

The team's review of WNP-2 historical data found WNP-2 had experienced an
unsuccessful AFBT to the 230KV ac system following an accidental partial trip
of the main generator protection relaying. Following the event, the licensee
modified the system's protective relaying to preclude partial relay logic
tripping. The event was described in detail in LER 50-397/85-07.

The team noted the licensee's 1989 self-audit of the electrical distribution
system had the following findings associated with AFBT:

(a) The methodology used in tI;: licensee's calculation 02. 14.01,.
Revision 2, dated June 28, 1983, "Fast Transfer Analysis," did not
conform to the industry accepted practice in its treatmeiii of motors
being transferred.

(b) Calculation 02.14.01, Revision 2, did not consider an electrical
fault initiated transfer.

(c) The fast automatic bus transfer feature was not tested periodically.
(d) MNP-2 FSAR Section 8.3. 1.1.1 page 8.3-2 describes interlocking logic

which was not implemented for incoming and outgoing circuit breaker
operation upon an AFBT. The FSAR states "... startup transformer
circuit breakers are interlocked to close only after the normal
source circuit breakers have opened..."

The team, after having reviewed the AFBT calculations, reached the same
conclusions as did the licensee during their self-audit. The team and the
licensee discussed the progress the licensee had made on these findings. The
1icensee stated they had recently contracted Power Technologies, Inc., to
perform a calculation to address items (a) and (b). With regard to item (c)the licensee stated they intended to prepare a test procedure for the
automatic fast bus transfer. With regard to item (d) the licensee stated they
intended to revise the FSAR wording.

Previous to this inspection, the licensee performed a scoping analysis, an
analysis which was not put through the licensee's review and approval system,
of the automatic fast bus transfer based on the industry accepted practice for
fast dead bus transfer. This analysis concluded the present AFBT design was
capable of successfully performing a fast dead bus transfer. The analysis
also indicated transfers initiated by low resistance three phase faults within
the generator protection zone could result in motor damage and failure of
motors to reaccelerate. However, the licensee concluded that the possibility
of a fault in this zone was quite small since most of the zone was isolated
phase bus.



The team concluded an immediate safety concern does not exist and the licensee
is appropriately resolving the AFBT concern.

2.1.6 500 KV ac Insulators

On January 30, 1989, and on December 7, 1990, the licensee experienced reactor
shutdowns caused by flashover of 500KV ac insulators. The licensee determined
both flashovers were caused by contamination that resulted from cooling tower
drift and cooling tower chemical deposition on the insulators. The team
reviewed the licensee's actions to minimize future insulator flashover s.
Using fog chamber testing, the licensee determined the required amount of
contamination buildup on insulators to cause 500KV ac insulator flashover.
The licensee periodically swipe samples contamination on dummy insulators
located within the switchyard. When the samples reach a predetermined
contamination level, the 500KV ac 1'ine are deenergized and all the insulators
are cleaned. The licensee also monitors leakage current across one installed
and one dummy insulator . In addition, the licensee had contacted other
utilities with flashover problems and has reviewed other options including
coatings on the insulators, cooling tower drift eliminators and hot line
washing. The need for future modifications will depend on the accuracy of the
contamination swipe and leakage current measurements to predict the approach
of conditions which would cause insulator flashover. The team concluded that
after the December 7, 1990, shutdown the licen e had taken a number of
positive actions to minimize future insulator flashover.

2.1.7 Conclusions

The team, based on the documentation reviewed, concluded: (1) the offsite
power system had sufficient capacity and capability to support the safety
related functions of the onsite Class lE AC power systems; (2) the licensee
effectively implemented and maintained the design; (3) the licensee needed and
was obtaining additional information to support the design of the AFBT
feature; and (4) the licensee had not always maintained the FSAR current.

2.2 edium Volta e Class 1E Power S stems

2.2.1 Description

The medium voltage Class 1E power system is a 4. 16KV ac, three phase, high
resistance grounded system consisting of two redundant busses and a third bus
for the station's high pressure core spray (HPCS) system equipment. Each bus
has a separate assembly of 350HVA metal-clad switchgear with 1200 ampere main
bus and circuit breakers. These busses receive power from the normal
auxiliary transformer or the startup transformer by way of three separate
4.16KV ac non-Class lE busses. Redundant supply circuit breakers installed
between the Class 1E and non-Class 1E busses provide isolation of the Class 1E
busses. There are no ties between the Class lE busses. The two redundant
4.16KV ac Class 1E busses also can be supplied directly from the backup
transformer. Each of the three 4. 16KV ac Class 1E busses is supplied from a
separate EDG in the event of loss of offsite power. These busses supply power
for safety related 4KV motors and 4. 16KV ac — 480V ac load center
transformers.

A high resistance grounding feature on the 4.16KV ac Class lE system allows
the ground detection scheme to alarm rather than trip upon the first ground



condition on a bus or its feeders. The cable insulation voltage rating is
133X to accommodate this design.

2.2.2 System Loading

To assess loading of the 4.16KV ac Class lE busses, the team reviewed the
following calculations: 02.02.02, Revision 4, dated January 17, 1985, "Hain
Plant Bus Load," 02.02. 16, Revision 1, dated February 28, 1978, "Load
Summary - Major Plant Operating Loads," 02.86.05, Revision 3, dated December
8, 1987, "4.16KV, 6.9KV and 480V Motor Load Calculation For Normal Operation,"
02.87.03, Revision 1, dated December 8, 1987, "4.16KV and 480V Motor Load Data
Calculation for LOCA Operation" and 02.87.07, Revision 2, dated September 15,
1991, "WNP-2 Plant Hain Bus Voltage Calculation."

The team found, as in the case of the assessment of the auxiliary
transformer's loading, the calculations were within the loading of the
system's equipment, but the loading data was not consistent from calculation
to calculation nor did the loading used in the calculations reflect current
EDS loading. When the team discussed this with licensee engineers, they
stated this also had been previously recognized and revised calculations were
in the review and approval process. The team, after reviewing the revised
calculations, concluded the 4. 16KV ac Class lE system loading was acceptable.

2.2.3 System Fault Duty

To assess the adequacy of system fault duty of the 4. 16KV ac Class lE
switchgear, the team reviewed the following calculations: 02.03.02, Revision
5, (circa 1978), "Hain One Line Short Circuit Calculation," 02.06. 19, Revision
1, dated October 6, 1989, "Hed. Voltage Cable I'T Rating," and 02.83. 10,
Revision 0, dated April 6, 1983, "Short Circuit Duty on the WNP-2 4160 V ac
Switchgear Breakers When Supplied from Transformer TR-S."

The team identified inconsistent va1ues for fault duty. For example,
calculation 02.03.02 indicated an interrupting duty of 35.16KA on safety
related 4.16KV ac bus SM-7, while calculation 02.06.19 indicated an
interrupting duty of 38.58KA, while calculation 02.83. 10KA indicated an
interrupting duty of 40.82KA. To resolve this discrepancy, the licensee
performed a preliminary calculation using up-to-date input and the Power
System Stability/Electrical (PSS/E) computer program. Using this program, the
interrupting and momentary duty on bus SH-7 were demonstrated to be 42.3KA and
77KA, respectively. The team concluded these duties and those for other
4. 16KV ac Class lE busses were acceptable, since they were within the values
published by the switchgear manufacturer.

2.2.4 Cable Sizing

The team reviewed calculations 02.06.19, Revision 1, dated October 6, 1989,
"Hed. Voltage Cable I'T Rating," 02.07.01, Revision 2, dated February 16,
1977, "High Voltage Cable Sizing — Ampacities and Conduits" and 02.07.05,
Revision 0, dated April 22, 1974, "Cable Sizing - 4. 16KV 8 6.9KV — Short
Circuit Capacity," to assess 4. 16KV Cable Ampacities. The team concluded
cable ampacity was adequate.



2.2.5 Station Grounding

The MNP-2 grounding grid generally consists of 500 MCM bare standard copper
cable tied to 10 foot by 5/8 inch diameter ground rods. The licensee's
calculation 02.04.03, Revision 1, dated September 14, 1972, "MPPSS Grounding
Calculation - Plant," performed prior to the system's installation, was the
basis for the design. The team reviewed the calculation and noted that a
continuous buried 500 MCM cable with 10 foot ground rods with 40 foot spacing
was considered. The calculation used a soil resistance of 1411 ohm-meters
which resulted in a calculated ground resistance of 0.891 ohms. Based on IEEE
Standard 142-1972, which recommends 1-ohm or less for larger substations and
generating stations, the team concluded 0.891 ohms was acceptable.

IEEE Standard 142-1972, "Recommended Practice for Grounding of Industrial and
Commercial Power Systems," states in Section 4.4.1, "too much reliance should
not be placed on the calculated results because of the many indeterminate
factors used in calculations." The Standard recommends resistance measurement
tests after the system is completed. Section 4.4.3 of the Standard also
recommends periodic testing after the original installation and test. These
recommendations are supported by IEEE Standards 80-1961 and 80-1986, "Guide
for Safety in Alternating-Current Substation Grounding."

The team requested the licensee provide the results of the post ins" 'llation
construction ground resistance 'measurement tests. The licensee could not
locate these test results, but stated they believed initial testing after
installation had been performed because they found a copy of a procedure, "CTP
450, Revision 2, dated April 15, 1981, "Ground System Testing, Construction
Test Procedure," which was prepared and submitted for approval by the
construction electrical contractor. Additionally, the licensee was not aware
of any subsequent testing that verified the integrity of the station grounding
system. The licensee pointed out that their FSAR does not commit to the
provisions of IEEE Standards 80 or 142.

Based on the licensee's calculation 02.04.03, Revision 1, the grounding system
appeared acceptable. The licensee, however, has not verified the grounding
system resistance to be I-OHM or less, as recommended by IEEE Standards. The
licensee committed to further evaluate their station grounding system. This
is an inspector followup item. (Followup Item 50-397/92-01-19)

2.2.6 System Voltage Regulation

To assess the adequacy of the 4.16KV ac Class lE system's voltage regulation,
the team reviewed calculation 02.87.07, Revision 2, dated February 24, 1989,
"MNP-2 Plant Main Bus Voltage Calculation." The team noted the design
criteria for voltages on the 4.16KV ac busses was 90X or above for steady
state conditions and 80X or above for motor starting. Minimum voltage at the
motor terminals was designed to be 90X of motor nameplate rating for
continuous duty and 80X for motor starting.

With either the 230KV or the 115KV ac system as the source of power to the
busses, the calculation demonstrated the minimum voltage criteria was met for
the 4.16KV ac Class lE system and the 4KV motors. The team found the values
used for offsite power voltages in the calculation were more conservative than
the anticipated values, and the 4. 16KV ac Class 1E bus steady state voltages
were greater than the degraded grid undervoltage protection relay dropout



setpoint (3.696 KV minimum). When supplied from the 230KV star tup
transformer, worst case steady-state 4.16KV ac bus voltage under LOCA

conditions was 3.816 KV for the Division' and 2 1E busses and 3.807 KV for
the Division 3 4. 16KV ac Class 1E bus. Therefore, the team concluded the
design was adequate.

2.2.7 Degraded Voltage Relay Settings

Adverse effects on the Class 1E loads may result from sustained operation
under low-grid voltage conditions. The WNP-2 EDS has a second level
undervoltage protection scheme to protect against the effects of prolonged
degraded voltage conditions. At WNP-2 a second level undervoltage scheme is
used to sense sustained undervoltage (degraded grid voltage) for the SH-4, SH-

7 and SH-8 electrical busses. To sense the undervoltage condition, the EDS

uses ITE-27N relays that have a trip setpoint at 89.8X of nominal bus voltage
with an eight-second time delay;

These relays have a setpoint (or dropout setting) and a reset (or pickup
setting), both of which can be adjusted. The setpoint is the voltage at which
the relay actuates when it senses -a decreasing voltage. The reset is the
voltage at which the relay actuates when it senses an increasing voltage. The
reset should always be below the minimum acceptable calculated steady-state
volt .ge at the point where the potential transformer is connected. If it is
not, there is a high probabi'.ity that '.he Class lE systems would spuriously
separate from the offsite power source during a design basis event.

The team reviewed the calculations that determined the basis for the settings
of the ITE-27N relays'etpoint and reset voltages, Calculation No. 2.12.58,
Rev. 2, and Calculation Hodification 'Record (CHR) 88-130. The team found the
licensee had performed sufficiently conservative calculations to determine the
required dropout setting. The calculation considered the worst case voltage
drops for the 480V ac busses when the maximum LOCA loads are supplied by the
startup transformer and also considered the effects of instrument drift
setpoint tolerance, and repeatability. Assuming the ITE-27N relays
experienced all these drift effects together, the maximum allowable limit of
the relay reset was calculated to be a sensed voltage of approximately 3.811KV
at the 4.16KV ac ESF busses. The team concluded the reset setpoint value for
the relay was conservative and acceptable.

At the time of the inspection, the team found licensee procedures required the
dropout setting for the ITE-27N relays be adjusted to 89.8X of nominal bus
voltage. The team's review of the WNP-2 FSAR found FSAR Amendment No. 42,
August 1990, had not been updated to reflect this dropout voltage value. The
FSAR documented the dropout setting of 87.3X of nominal bus voltage..." (pages
8.3-4a and 8.3-13a), vice the current value of 89.8X. Additional team review
of WNP-2 Technical Specifications found the degraded grid voltage setpoints
listed in the WNP-2 Technical Specifications had not been updated. However,
the team found the licensee had always set the relays within the limits of a

conservative safety analysis; therefore, no operability issue existed.

The team concluded the licensee had been operating with these adjusted
setpoints for three years without amending the Technical Specifications. The
team reviewed a January 5, 1989, letter from Robert B. Samworth (NRC) to Hr.
G. C. Sorensen (WPPSS), that documented a Supply System commitment made during
a December 15, 1988, meeting to submit a separate Technical Specification



amendment to revise the degraded grid voltage technical specification;
however, the licensee had never submitted that License Change Request to the
NRC. This is an apparent deviation (50-397/92-01-01).

2.2.8 Conclusions

Based on the design documents reviewed, final and preliminary calculations,
the team concluded the 4. 16KV ac Class lE power system design was adequate.
The system appeared to have the capacity and capability to perform its safety
functions. The licensee's design implementation and maintenance of the 4. 16KV
ac system appeared acceptable; however, the team identified examples where the
FSAR was not updated and a commitment was not met.

2.3 mer enc Diesel Generators

2.3.1 Description

To provide emergency power to safety-related loads following a Loss of Offsite
Power (LOOP), WNP-2 has three independent emergency diesel generators (EDGs),
one dedicated to Division 1, one dedicated to Division 2, and one dedicated to
Division 3 (HPCS).

2.3.2 Steady State Loading

With respect to steady state loading of the EDGs, the team reviewed FSAP.
Tables 8.3-1, -2, and -3 and calculation E/I 02.91.03, Revision 0, dated
August 27, 1991, "Division 1, Division 2, and Division 3 Diesel Generator
Loading Calculation." The team identified the following discrepancies:

o The calculation did not account for all the system losses, e.g., KW

losses in the power cables and the 4160/480 V step down transformers;

These additional losses, which act as loads the EDG must supply, could,if sufficiently high, affect the EDG fuel consumption, cooling system,
and the EDGs'oom cooling systems.

o The calculation used the full load efficiency for partially loaded
motors.

For major ESF loads such as Standby Service Water (SSW), Low Pressure
Core Spray (LPCS), Residual Heat Removal (RHR), and High Pressure Core
Spray (HPCS) motors, the team verified the hydraulic characteristics of
the test configuration were such that these pumps run close to their
design operating points when tested. This assured the EDG load test
scenario was equivalent to the accident condition load.

o The results of the calculation did not match the values listed in the
FSAR Tables.

In response to these questions, the licensee revised the calculation. The
team concluded the revised calculation was adequate. The team noted the
loading of the Division 1 EDG was approaching its continuous rating, 4348.3 KW

vs. 4400 KW. The licensee committed to revise the FSAR Tables 8.3-1, -2, and
-3 and all of the affected calculations (e.g. E/I 02.85.07, E/I 02.87.02, and
E/I 02.90.01).



2.3.3 EDG Transient Loading Capability

The team reviewed the WNP-2 EDG transient loading calculation E/I 02.91.03.
The review examined the load arrangement on the EDGs under all postulated
design-basis scenarios. The team's review also considered the effects that
the acceleration of motors and their sequencing may have on EDG loading.

The team's review found the calculation evaluated the EDG capacity to provide
power to the continuous steady-state loads under accident conditions; however,
the calculation did not include an analysis of the transient contributions due
to large pump-motor starts for Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS), Residual Heat
Removal (RHR), or Standby Service Mater (SSW) pumps. In response to this
observation, the licensee provided EDG surveillance test data which
demonstrated transient conditions resulting from large pump motor starts had
been evaluated and were within the recovery time of both the onsite AC
distribution system and the EDGs such that other safety loads would not be
adversely affected. Based on the surveillance test data, the team concluded
EDG transient loading capabilities were adequate.

2.3.4 Grounding Resistor

During a walkdown the team observed the Division 3 EDG grounding resistor was
mounted in the back portion of the low voltage distribution and control panel.
The team found the licen..e had not previously considered the effects the
grounding resistor could have on the cabinet components, if a ground existed.
In response to this concern, the licensee drafted calculation ME 02.92.09,
"Temperature Rise in Electrical Enclosures E-CP-OG/REP3 and E-CP-DG/RP3 with
the Ground Fault Resistor Powered Up." The calculation indicated the
additional temperature rise within the adjacent cabinets, due to the fault
current, was such that the electrical and control equipment, when derated for
this elevated temperature, was still within the design performance
requirements. The team reviewed the calculation and agreed with the
licensee's conclusion.

2.3.5 Conclusions

The team concluded the EDG design was adequate, and the EDG was capable of
performing its safety function. The team also concluded some design
calculations were not thorough and the FSAR was not maintained current.

2.4 Class E Low Volta e AC S ste

2.4.1 Description

Power for 480V ac auxiliaries is supplied from unit substations consisting of
6.9KV/480V or 4. 16KV/480V transformers and associated switchgear. Switchgear
for 480V ac substations is the indoor metal clad type with draw-out circuit
breakers, operated with control power from the plant DC system. The Class lE
480V ac substations supplying ESF loads are arranged as independent radial
systems with each 480V ac electrical bus fed by its own power transformer.
Each 480V ac Class lE bus is independent of the other 480V ac busses, and
there are no crossties. During emergency conditions, the 480V ac auxiliaries
are supplied from 480V ac Class lE busses SL-71 and SL-73 (Division 1), and



SL-81 and SL-83 (Division 2). The HPCS 480V ac auxiliaries are supplied from
an independent transformer and Class lE bus NC-4A (Division 3).

The 480V ac Class lE system is a high resistance grounded system. This
feature allows the installed ground detection scheme to alarm rather than trip
upon the first ground condition on a bus or its feeders.

2.4.2 System Loading

To assess the 480V ac Class lE system loading, the team reviewed calculations
02.02.18, Revision 17, dated March 1, 1991, "480V Switchgear Load Study,"
02.85.07, Revision 6, dated November 30, 1988, "480V HCC Load Data for Normal
Full Load Operation," 02.87.02, Revision 3, dated December 22, 1988, "480V HCC

Load Data for LOCA Operation," 02.87.05, Revision 0, dated December 17, 1991,
"Low Voltage Systems Loading and Voltage Calculations" and 02.90.01, Revision
0, dated October 28, 1991, "Low Voltage Systems Loading and Voltage
Calculations."

The team found inconsistencies, which the licensee later determined resulted
from personnel error, in the loading calculations. For example, the team
noted calculation modification record (CHR) 89-225, dated Hay 31, 1989, for
calculation 02.87.02 increased the loading on motor control center NC-7A from
0.347NW and 0.170NVAR to 0.467HW and 0.248MVAR, respectively . CNR-89-321,
dated November 1, 1909 and CMR-90-0.', dated February 21, 1990 were both
issued to in~; vase loading on another motor control center, nowever, in this
CMR the loading on HC-7A was indicated as 0.334HW and 0.163HVAR. Similar
discrepancies were noted regarding NC-7A loading in calculation 02.85.07 and
its CHR-89-226, dated May 31, 1989, CMR-89-320, dated November 1, 1989, and
CHR-90-050, dated February 21, 1990. The effect of these errors was that the
current revision of the calculation did not reflect actual system loading.
Had this calculation been used as input for other design changes or
calculations, those also would have been incorrect.

The licensee's review of these discrepancies found the individuals who issued
CHR-89-321 and CNR-90-051 had marked copies of calculation 02.87.02, Revision
2 rather than copies of Revision 3. The licensee determined the situation
regarding calculation 02.85.07 and its CHRs to have resulted from a similar
circumstance. The licensee stated that calculation 02.90.0-1 would be revised
to include updated data and supersede calculation 02.02.18. The team
concluded the errors should have been identified during the licensee's review
and approval process.

Another example of an inconsistency in the calculations was identified in
calculation Burns and Roe (B&R) 2.02. 18. The calculation indicated bus SL-81
loading was in excess of its bus rating. The team's discussion of this
finding with the licensee found SL-81 was not actually overloaded. The
calculation assumed the security system load was larger than it actually was
to allow for future load expansion of the security system. The licensee
provided the team with documentation indicating this discrepancy had been
previously recognized, but had not yet been corrected. The team also found
the licensee had not generated an action item to correct the deficiency. At
the team's request, the licensee performed a calculation to demonstrate the
measured security system load used less KVA than the load assumed in the
original calculations. The team concluded safety-related bus SL-81 was not
overloaded.
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Based on calculation E/I 02.90.02, Revision 0, dated December 19, 1991, "Low
Voltage System Loading and Voltage Calculations," it appeared the loading
(239.45 KVA) of the Division 3 480V ac distribution system exceeded the rating
of the step down transformer (225 KVA). The licensee generated a new,
additional page for the calculation which indicated the actual loading of SL-
81 was 219.22 KVA and was within the transformer's rating of 225 KVA. The
licensee agreed to revise the FSAR Table 8.3-3 and all of the affected
calculations ( e.g. E/I 02.85.07, E/I 02.87.02, and E/I 02.90.0).

The team's review of draft calculations, which were based on current loading
data, indicated the loading of the 480V ac system was acceptable.

2.4.3 Low Voltage AC Overload and Overcurrent Protection

Mith the exception of the subfeeders to small non-Class IE motor-control
centers and all HPCS motor-control center (HC-4A) branch circuits, overload
protection is provided by fused disconnect switches equipped with current
limiting fuses. Molded case circuit breakers provide overload protection for
subfeeders to small non-Class 1E motor-control centers and all HPCS motor-
control center (HC-4A) branch circuits. Overload protection is provided for
motor loads by thermal overload devices in conjunction with contactors.

To assess the sizing of existing fuses and thermal overload (TOL) heaters for
motors.fed from Class lE MCCs, the team revie"~'d calculation E/I 02.91.04.
This calculation inc'-;c 'd that 19 Class IE motors had undersized fuses and 91
Class 1E motors had smaller than required TOL heaters. The team found the
licensee had previously recognized this deficiency, had changed the fuses and
TOL heaters for these components, but had not yet corrected the FSAR.

The team selectively examined these loads to verify the fuses and TOL heaters
had been replaced. The team concluded the low voltage ac overload and
overcurr ent protection were adequate.

2.4.4 System Fault Duty

To assess the adequacy of the 480V ac equipment with regard to fault duty, the
team reviewed calculations 02.03.02, Revision 5, (circa 1978) "Hain One Line
Short Circuit Calculations," 02.03.07, Revision 6, dated January 8, 1985,
"480V Switchgear Short Circuit Calculations" and 02.03.09, Revision 3, dated
January 17, 1985, "Motor Control Center (HCC) Short Circuit Calculation."

The team identified inconsistent values for fault duty. For example,
calculation 02.03.02 indicated a fault level on safety related 480 ac volt bus
SL-73 as 37,842 amps while calculation 02.03.07 indicated a value of 45,305
amps. To resolve the teams concern, the'icensee performed a preliminary
calculation using the Power Systems Stability/Electrical (PSS/E) computer
program. From the preliminary calculation the licensee determined the fault
duty on bus SL-73 was 39,030 amps.

After reviewing the preliminary calculation the team concluded, the fault dutyof the low voltage ac system was acceptable.



2.4.5 System Voltage Regulation and Low Voltage AC Notor
Operated Valves

To assess 480V ac Class 1E voltage regulation, the team reviewed calculations
02.87.07, Revision 2, dated February 24, 1989, "WNP-2 Plant Hain Bus Voltage
Calculation," and 02.90.01, Revision 0, dated October 28, 1991, "Low Voltage
System Loading and Voltage Calculations." The design criteria used in these
calculations were that minimum motor terminal voltages should be 80X for motor
starting and 90X for the motor continuous duty.

Calculation 02.91.01 determined that for running conditions, the worst case
safety related motor would have, under degraded voltage conditions, a terminal
voltage of approximately 85X of nameplate rating. The licensee concluded 85X
terminal voltage vice 90X, the design basis voltage value, was acceptable for
both large and small ac motors since the motor would still perform its safety
function. The negative affects of operating at a lower voltage were the motor
would operate at a 10'C higher temperature, and some loss of life to the motor
would occur. The licensee reasoned the reduction of life was acceptable
because only a small reduction in predicted motor life would occur, if the
motor operated for several months at the degraded voltage condition.

Calculation 02.90.01 also determined that seven safety related motor operated
.'a; ~s (SW-V-12A; RHR- J-48A and RHR-V-48B; RHR-V-115 and 'BHR-V-116; and RHR-V-
68A and RHR-V-68B) arid one safety related fan motor would have a terminal
voltages upon starting that was less than 80X. These motors and their loads
were evaluated considering their required starting torques and the minimum
expected terminal voltage required to produce those torques. The licensee
stated that adequate testing had been performed on these NOVs under full
differential pressure (Dp) and maximum possible degraded voltage conditions to
prove acceptable operability at degraded voltages. The team reviewed the
maintenance work requests (NWRs) that conducted these diagnostic tests on
these HOVs and examined the recorded as-left torque switch settings.
Additionally, the licensee performed calculations that demonstrated the
existing motor starting torque of the aforementioned HOVs was greater than the
calculated required motor torque under degraded voltage conditions. A review
of these documents indicated that conservative values were used. The team
considered the testing and the calculations were acceptable.

The team identified FSAR page 8.3-30 (Amendment No. 9, April 1980) states that"All Class lE motors, as a minimum, have torque characteristics...to
accelerate their connected loads to rated speed with only 80X of motor-rated
voltage at the terminals." The team concluded this was another example where
the licensee failed to perform a timely update of the FSAR after recognizing
the existence of a departure from original design.

2.4.6 Cable Sizing

To satisfy an earlier NRC concern regarding cable sizing, the licensee
performed calculation 02.06.20, Revision 3, dated November 7, 1991, "Cable
Ampacity Verification Calculations for Conduit and Tray." This calculation
analyzed cable ampacity based on as-built cable routing, ambient air
temperature and load current. Derating factors used in the calculation
considered raceway type and fill, and the application of fire retardant
coatings where applicable. The design operating load of each cable was
compared to the allowed ampacity. In cases where ampacities were exceeded,



cables were further investigated based on actual conditions, including
duration of load current and current carried by other cables in the raceway.
The calculated generated heat was compared to the insulation material
characteristics to determine acceptability. The licensee concluded that all
cables were sized for their operating loads or justified their acceptability
by the further analysis. The team agreed with the licensee's conclusion.

2.4.7 Conclusions

The team, based on a review of preliminary and final calculations, concluded
the 480 V ac Class 1E power system design was acceptable, and the system had
the capacity and capability of performing its safety related functions. The
team concluded the licensee had configuration management deficiencies, such as
not maintaining loading calculations and the FSAR current, but that these
errors did not result in inoperable electrical equipment under normal or
accident conditions.

2.5 120 240Y ac Class 1E Instrumentation Power S stem

2.5.1 Description

The 120/240Y ~c Vital. Instrumentation Power System consists of two 120/240Y
vital ac instrumentation busses (Division 1 and 2). Each bus is se'. ved by a

~ separate and independent 20 KVi static inve; + .r-static switch arrangement
normally supplied from the 125V dc battery system. A backup supply to the
vital ac distribution panels is provided by the respective 75 KVA, 480-
240/120V transformer and voltage regulator. The static switches provide
immediate transfer from the inverter sources to the separate AC sour ces upon
loss of inverter output. 'The separate inverters and static switches provide
power supply into separate distribution panels, E-PP-7AA and E-PP-BAA, in the
main control room for service to ESF circuits in the nuclear steam supply
system.

2.5.2 Fault Analysis

In reviewing drawing E508, "Power and Instrumentation AC Power Panels
Schedules," the team found there was a high probability of losing inverter
output for Class IE inverters IN-2 and IN-3 due to a long clearing time for
faults on the circuit of the 120V ac vital instrumentation panels. When
notified of this concern, the licensee provided the team with the calculation
for a fuse-breaker coordination study on Class lE inverters, E/I 02.89.08.
Results of the calculation showed that 60A fuses installed at circuit ¹40 on
Panel PP-8-A-A would result in a long time to clear postulated faults. The
licensee also provided documentation (PER 289-0658) that indicated the concern
had been previously r solved by replacement of the 60A fuses with 30A fuses
using Basic Design Change notices,. BDC 89-0290-OA and BDC-0290-1B. The team
found the resolution of the concern was acceptable.

2.5.3 Power Distribution

The team reviewed calculations E/I 02.89.04, Revision 0, dated June 21, 1989,
"Feeder and Branch Circuit Voltage Drops for Class lE, 120/240V ac Panel PP-
7A-E," and E/I 02.90.01 RO dated December 19, 1991, "Low Voltage System
Loading and Voltage Calculations." The team found the licensee, based on the
results of these calculations, installed voltage regulating transformers for



many of the Class lE instrument and power distribution panels to ensure
adequate voltage to loads. The team concluded the installation of the voltage
regulators ensured adequate voltage to the low voltage ac loads.

2.5.4 NCC Control Circuits

To assess the adequacy of 120V ac load centers, the team reviewed calculation
E/I 02.89.02, dated May 10, 1989, "AC Voltage Drops in Control Circuits for
Class lE Motor Feeders in 480V ac Motor Control Centers."

The team noted the licensee, based on the results of this calculation, rewired
a limited number of control circuits in order to maintain the minimum pick-up
voltage at various 120V ac components.

The team identified a discrepancy between the values of minimum pick-up
voltage for relays and contactors, as listed in FSAR Table 8.3-13 and those
listed in E/I 02.89.02. The licensee committed to revise the FSAR to correct
this discrepancy.

2.5.5 Conclusions

The team concluded the 120Y ac system design was adequate, and the licensee
had implemented and mair tained the design of the 120V ac system adequately.
The team concluded the licensee had not maintained some portions of the FSAR
and some facility drawings up-to-date.

2.6 Class 1E DC Power S stems

2.6.1 Description

The Class lE DC power system consists of three electrically independent and
separate 125V dc distribution busses (Division 1, 2 and 3), two + 24V busses
(Division 1 and 2), one 250V dc distribution bus (Division 1) and associated
auxiliary equipment. Each 125V dc bus is provided power by its own 125V dc,
58 cell, lead-acid type battery and a battery charger. The 250V dc bus is
provided power by two battery banks, each consisting of 116 cells, and a
battery charger. Each of the two + 24V dc busses is provided power by two 12
cell, 24V dc battery banks connected in series with common ground, and its
respective battery charger. The normal battery chargers for the 125V dc or
250V dc busses are supplied from separate 480V ac Class 1E busses associated
with each division. The battery chargers for the + 24V dc busses are supplied
from their respective 120V ac vital power panels. Loads were assigned to each
125V dc bus to support and complement the safety-related loads served by its
associated 480V ac Class 1E bus and 4.16KV ac Class 1E bus. Each of the
Division 1 and 2 125V dc busses serve 120V ac Class lE instrument bus
inverters, and the 250V dc bus provides power to a solid-state inverter which
supplies the 120/240V ac power on an uninterruptible basis to plant controls,
instrumentation, computer, and communication equipment.

The team noted that the 250V and 125V dc systems had been previously evaluated
by the licensee and the licensee planned to replace the batteries in the near
future with the same capacity batteries as the original batteries.





2;6.2 DC System Fault Analysis

In assessing DC system fault analysis, the team identified numerous
inconsistencies in the fault analysis calculations (e.g., 2.03.05, Revision 2,
dated April 11, 1990, 2.07.04, E/I 02.91.07, Revision 0, dated December ll,
1991 "Fuse Rating for 250V dc Distribution Panel E-DP-S2/I"). The following
are examples of the deficiencies:

o 250V dc fault current was calculated with only one battery, where in fact
there were two batteries in parallel.

o The wrong battery manufacturer and model was used.

o Not all the assumptions used in the calculations were worst case
assumptions, e.g. no assumptions were made on initial battery condition
or on initial battery room temperature.

o Values used to describe fault current and load characteristics (e.g.
motor inrush and steady state current) varied from calculation to
calculation.

o The results from, a new calculation, 02.91.06, Revision 0, were quoted in
02.91.02, Revision 0, even though 02.91.06, Revision 0, had not completed
the licensee review and approval process.

Mhen the team provided these findings to the licensee, the licensee stated
they had recognized these deficiencies and had a calculation in process to
correct the deficiencies. The team reviewed the draft calculation, E/I
02.92.02, and found it acceptable.

2.6.3 DC Power System Protective Devices

All non-Class 1E loads in the DC power systems are connected to Class 1E power
supplies through Class 1E isolation devices. These Class 1E protective
devices are either a circuit breaker shunt, or one or two series overcurrent
devices such as fuses or circuit breakers. The team evaluated the DC system
protection and coordination from the battery and battery charger terminals
through the DC system main busses against IEEE Standard 242-1986.

The team found that prior to the inspection, the licensee had recognized the
MNP-2 facility did not have calculations that supported the selective fuse
coordination scheme for the DC power systems and had drafted fuse coordination
calculations for the 250V dc, 125V dc and + 24V dc systems (E/I 02.92.01).
These calculations were in the licensee's review and approval process. The
team reviewed the draft calculations and identified minor discrepancies that
the licensee agreed to correct.

The team also reviewed calculation E/I 02.91.07. This calculation
dispositioned a deficiency in fuse coordination (PER 91-954) between the main
fuse of the 250V dc battery and the downstream fuse of the branch circuit that
provides power to non-Class lE loads. The licensee had reported this
deficiency to the NRC in LER 397/91-033. The team concluded the licensee's
actions for this LER corrected the reported problem.



Further review of calculation E/I 02.91.07 by the team indicated improved
coordination could be achieved for the non-safety turbine-generator emergency
oil pump, TG-EOP-l, with the replacement of the existing TRS 400A fuse with a

225A fuse. The licensee agreed to evaluate this improvement.

2.6.4 DC System Voltage Drop Calculations

Generally, the team found the licensee's calculations associated with DC

system voltage drop were acceptable. The team had the following two design
concerns: (1) For some DC motor operated valves (HOVs), calculation 02.07.04,
Revision 5, indicated the terminal voltage available under degraded voltage
conditions for initial valve stroking was less than the design required 80X of
supplied voltage and (2) The calculations did not include the resistance of
the overload heaters in the circuit resistance.

In reference to the concern over DC HOV terminal voltage, the team found this
item had been previously identified at WNP-2 during an NRC inspection of HOVs

as Followup Item 50-397/91-16-05 (Open): Motor Operated Valve Degraded
Voltage Calculations. To address the issue, the licensee, after the HOV

inspection, generated a preliminary calculation, E/I 02.92.02, "Voltage and
Torque Evaluation for DC Motor Operated Valves." Based on this calculation,
the licensee concluded the direct current (dc) HOVs were operable under
degraded voltage conditions.

The team's review of E/I 02.92.02 identified one potential error in the
calculation. Generally, the starting cur rent and locked rotor current for
motors are similar. With normal bus voltage licensee test data for the
inboard Reactor Core Isolation Cooling containment isolation valve, RCIC-V-B,
indicated the starting current was 19 amps. The manufacturer listed the
locked rotor current for the motor was 32 amps. Previous data from other
sites with valve motors similar to RCIC-V-8 indicated the starting current
would approach locked rotor current. Calculation E/I 02.92.02 calculated that
20 amps of starting and running current would be available to operate RCIC-V-8
at degraded voltage conditions.

The team discussed the concern of large difference between RCIC-V-8 starting
current and locked rotor current with the licensee. The licensee noted the
equipment used to record the starting current had a number of potential
inaccuracies. The team concluded the explanation was plausible, but not
likely, since the recorded starting current for other dc HOVs was close to the
listed locked rotor current for the motor. For example, the starting current
measured for the motor for MOV RCIC-V-13 was 55 amps and the locked rotor
cur rent for the motor for HOV RCIC-V-13 was 52 amps. The licensee stated they
would obtain more accurate starting current measurements for the motor of MOV

RCIC-V-8 during the next refueling outage, and the measurements will be used
to evaluate the acceptability of preliminary calculation 02.92.02 for degraded
voltage operability of HOV RCIC-V-8. Followup of this item will continue on
Followup Item 50-397/91-16-05.

The team found the licensee had not yet revised the FSAR to indicate that all
DC HOVs did not have 80X voltage at their terminals during starting. The
licensee, when notified of the deficiency, committed to revise the FSAR to
indicate that certain MOVs had been analyzed as being capable of starting at
terminal voltages of less than 80X, and analyzed as being capable of
generating sufficient pull-out torque to operate when they had maximum



differential pressure across their seat.

2.6.5 Battery Sizing

To assess the adequacy of the EDS batteries'ize, the team reviewed
calculation 2.05.05, Revision 5, dated November 19, 1991, "Battery and Battery
Charger Calculations — PP-7AA and PP-8AA Load Calculation," and calculation
E/I 02.85.02, Revision 1, dated May 3, 1989, "High Pressure Core Spray Battery
and Battery Charger." The team found the calculations acceptable.

The team identified the FSAR was not current. Section 8.3.2. 1.2.2 of the
FSAR stated the Division 3 battery utilized 60 cells. The installed plant
configuration for the Division 3 battery uses 58 cells. Also, the load
profile in the calculation was different from that listed in Table 8.3-6 of
the FSAR. The licensee committed to revise the FSAR.

2.6.6 Station Blackout (SBO)

The licensee presented two sets of calculations related to this subject:
E/I 02.82.02, Revision 0, December 23, 1982, "Battery Calculations for 250V dc
(B2-1, Division 1) Required for AC Black Out Procedure," and BER 2.05.01,
Revision 8, August 30, 1991, Appendix F "Station Blackout (SBO) —Battery
Capacity Evaluation." The team identified two problem- :ith these
calculations:

o E/I 02.82.02, which the licensee stated was no longer valid because it
contained obsolete data, was never superseded by a later calculation.

o Calculation 2.05.01 contained technical deficiencies related to sizing of
the batteries, e.g. incorrect discharge rates for the battery and
undocumented battery room temperature.

In response, the licensee stated the NRC, in their letter of December 30,
1991, to the Supply System regarding SBO, had also identified similar
concerns. The licensee was required to provide answers to the questions
contained in the letter within 90 days of the receipt of the letter. The
licensee committed to address the concerns of discharge rate and battery room
temperature in their response to the NRC concerning SBO.

2.6.7 Conclusions

The team concluded that the design of the Class 1E DC EDS was adequate, and
that the licensee had adequately implemented and maintained the design. Two
problems were identified, namely, adequate terminal voltage to all DC MOVs and
battery room temperature during a SBO. With the information the licensee
provided, the team could not conclude that MOV RCIC-V-8 would operate under
degraded voltage conditions. To resolve this concern the licensee plans to
finalize the calculation and conduct additional testing of this valve. The
licensee will resolve the SBO battery room temperature concern in their
response to SBO. The team also found the licensee had not maintained some of
the FSAR and some calculations up-to-date.
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2.7. Electrical Protection Coordination

2.7.1 Description

Overcurrent relays, which have the capability to interrupt maximum fault
currents and maintain continuity of service with minimum system disconnection,
provide circuit protection for the Class 1E distribution system. The team
reviewed selected calculations and time-current coordination curves which
established the settings for the protective relays and tripping devices. The
scope of review included an evaluation of coordination between protective
devices from the startup and backup transformers through the 4. 16KV switchgear
and the 480V ac load center outgoing feeders.

2.7.2 EDG Overcurrent and Time vs. Current Protection

Calculation B&R 2. 12.57-01 established the relay settings of the overcurrent
relays (51Y) for protection of EDG 1 and EDG 2 from faults on the feeders of
their ESF loads. The team identified an error in the 51V relay settings for
service water pump-motor, SW-H-PlA. The calculation used the manufacturer's
guaranteed starting current of 1330 amps instead of 980 amps, a value obtained
from motor tests recorded in B&R file number 23 00 0052 dated August 20, 1975.
The licensee addressed this finding by performing a new calculation to show
the error was not significant enough to affect the estimate of vo'i'.age dip on
the SH-7 ESF bus. The licensee indicated calculation B&R 2.12.57 would be
superseded by a new calcuiation that would be included in the medium

voltage'ystemprotective relay study.

The team's review of B&R 2.12.00, which contains the time-current coordination
curves for the 4.16KV and 480V ac switchgear relays, found the calculation
demonstrated protective overcurr ent coordination between the power source and
feeder protective devices for the range of postulated abnormal overcurrent
conditions during normal plant operation,

The team found the licensee had no calculation to assess coordination of EDG
overcurrent relays with ESF bus feeder protective devices for various EDG
loading conditions. To address this finding, the licensee plotted new time-
current characteristics to demonstrate coordination between the 51V relays and
the COH-5 phase overcurrent motor protective relay for the service water
pumps, SW-H-P1A (or P1B). The team evaluated the plot and concluded EDG
overcurrent and time versus current protection was acceptable.

2.7.3 Busses SM-7 and SM-8 Overcurrent vs. Undervoltage Coordination

The team found the original B&R EDS calculations did not consider coordination
for the lowest fault on the 4.16KV ac Class lE busses. The team's review of
minimum fault current values identified a design problem when SH-7, a vital
bus, was supplied power from the main startup transformer, TR-S. The
overcurent protection relay requires more than 2 seconds to trip the supply
breaker when there is a fault on the bus. When the supply breaker trips on
overcurent, the bus supply breakers are prevented from reclosing (locked out).
The SH-7 bus Level 1 degraded grid timer, which trips the supply breaker but
does not lockout the backup power supply breaker, also actuates in
approximately 2 seconds. Therefore, during a faulted condition, the degraded
grid timer could trip the incoming breaker and initiate a transfer to the
backup power source (backup transformer or the diesel generator) before the



overcurrent relay locks out the backup supply breaker. The backup source
would then be permitted to reenergize the faulted bus. If this occurred, the
backup power source would also be tripped off the faulted bus. The team
concluded this was not a safety issue because the accident analysis is only
required to assume a single failure and the opposite train would be available.

When notified of this finding, the licensee explained that this item would be
evaluated and corrected during the planned revision of the protection
coordination calculations. This is an inspector followup item
(50-397/92-01-20).

2.7.4 Coordination of DC Fuses

For the dc distribution system the team found the licensee had analysis,
calculations E/I 02.91.07 and E/I 02.91.06, Fig. 1.1, to support the
coordination of the 250V dc Class lE to Non-class lE protection. The team
concluded the 250V dc Class 1E fuse coordination was acceptable. The team
examined selected segments of the non-Class lE 250V dc fusing, for which the
licensee had no analysis, and concluded the fusing that was examined was
acceptable.

2.7.5 Conclusions

T'eam concluded the MP-2 EDS system electrical coordination was
acceptable. Gne problem was identif'"d, namely, the coordination of the
degraded grid timer and the overcurrent relay timer for the 4.16KV ac busses.

2.8 Containment Penetrations

To assess the adequacy of the electrical penetrations, the team reviewed BLR
calculation 2.03. 12, Revision 3, dated August 12, 1989, "Primary Containment
Electrical Penetrations Short Circuit Calculation." The team found the
calculation indicated there were a number of penetrations which did not have
sufficient fault and/or continuous current protection.

The licensee explained that this issue had been resolved during the licensing
process. Resolution of the issue was documented in the guestion and Answer
(gM) Section, guestion 40.34, of the FSAR. The team found the resolution to
the inadequate protection of the penetrations was either to replace the backup
fuse or increase the penetrations fault current capability by paralleling the
conductors through the penetration.

The team concluded the licensee's actions to correct this deficiency were
adequate. However, the team also concluded the licensee had not maintained
the referenced calculation current.

3.0 Mechanical S stems

3.! ~II

The team performed a selective assessment of the major mechanical systems and
components in the Class 1E section of the EDS. The assessment included
evaluation of the Standby Service Water (SSW) System, the Emergency Diesel
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Generators (EDGs) and auxiliaries, and the Heating, Ventilation, and Air
Conditioning (HVAC) of vital equipment spaces.

The team's objective was to evaluate, on a sampling basis, information that
supported the mechanical systems'bility to perform their required safety
functions under postulated accident conditions. Design calculations and

surveillance test results were examined.

3.2 Standb Serv'ce Water S stem SSW

Two SSW spray ponds, which are located some distance from the EDG rooms, serve
as the ultimate heat sink (UHS) for the reactor coolant system (RCS) during
design basis accidents. To evaluate the ability of the spray ponds to remove
the design basis accident heat load, the licensee provided excerpts from two
studies: a peak pond temperature analysis ("Ultimate Heat Sink Analysis-
FSAR Revision", Calculation ME 02.82.02, approved November ll, 1982 — referred
to as a "minimum heat transfer analysis" ) and a maximum water loss analysis
(3.3 B. Wood to R.E. Snaith, "UTS Heat and Mass Loss Transients," Technical
Memorandum No. 1266, Burns and Roe, April 26, 1982).

The team noted these analyses were particularly important because the results
of the peak pond temperature calculation were inputs to many other facility
calculations. such as all ESF room heating and ventilating (HSV) calculations,
and all calculations for the ESF heat exchangors that use SSW as the cooling
medium.

Due to the extensiveness of the two calculations and inspection time
limitations, the team did not conduct an in-depth assessment of these
calculations. The team's limited review noted calculation ME 02.82.02 was
based on a 1978 Division 1 electrical loading of 3860 KW and HPCS system load
of 2467 KW. At the time of the inspection, these loadings were 4360 KW and
3735 KW respectively. Due to the small safety margins in many of the
calculations requiring SSW temperature input, differences between the loading
at the time of the inspection and the assumed loadings could have
significance.

After the team identified these and other discrepancies, the licensee
performed additional calculations to assess the discrepancies. Generally, the
licensee had to further reduce safety margins in the analyses to incorporate
the team's findings. The team considered this approach incorrect because the
licensee had not first thoroughly reviewed all assumptions regarding heat
sources and heat sinks.

The team's concerns with respect to the original and revised analysis were:

o The UHS analysis assumed a minimum spray pond water level of 434'0";
however, the team noted WNP-2 Technical Specification 3.7. 1.3.a permits a

minimum spray pond water level of 432'9". This represents a 12X
reduction in total water volume assumed in the analysis.

o The UHS calculation assumed no pond leakage. The FSAR (pg. 9.2-19a)
indicated leakage tests demonstrated an actual leakage of 3.94 gpm. This
is potentially significant because the analysis assumes no make-up for a

period of seven days.



o The original UHS calculation used what was considered to be the "worst
day" meteorology which included a 6.6 mph wind speed; however, no basis
was provided for selecting this wind speed. The analysis, using a wind
speed of 6.6 mph, yielded a UHS maximum temperature of 88.6 degrees F.
Data from other nuclear sites has shown that the probability of winds
below 3.5 mph is in the order of 10X and that often the hottest summer
weather yields the lowest wind speeds. Furthermore, Wood to R.E. Snaith,
"UTS Heat and Mass Loss Transients," Technical Memorandum No. 1266, Burns
and Roe, April 26, 1982, Figure 18, provides a correlation between wind
speed and velocity indicating that the peak pond temperature for a three
mph wind would approach 91'F.

o The licensee did not consistently apply the calculated highest SSW water
temperature of 88.6'F in calculations. Only a few components (see FSAR,
Table 9.2-5) were re-analyzed to use the 88.6'F value, even though the
SSW water temperature is important to the performance of most ESF related
HVAC and ESF HXs. Previous to the revised SSW temperature analysis, most
components were analyzed at a temperature of 85 degrees F.

o Calculations did not indicate SSW supply temperature to system components
was higher than the computed spray pond temperature; however,
surveillance test measurements indicated the SSW supply temperatures at
the EDG HXs ranged from 0.3 to 12 degrees above the measured spray pond
temperatures. Th licensee attributed the temperature differences to the
inaccuracy of the EDG HX temperature instrumentation,'ut did not conduct
additional analyses to fully evaluate the surveillance data. To address
the team's concern, the licensee prepared a calculation which indicated
that the temperature rise which can be attributed to the SSW pump is only
0.1 degree. The team considered the calculation deficient because it did
not consider the head generated by the pump being converted to thermal
energy by the friction losses in the piping (especially elbows, tees,
valves and abrupt flow area changes). To the team, it appeared the
actual SSW temperature at the EDG HXs would likely be greater than the
88.7'F value used in the licensee's calculation.

Based on the apparent nonconservative assumptions and calculational errors
noted above and the absence of accurate test results, the team concluded the
maximum spray pond temperature had not been determined accurately. Because
maximum ambient temperatures are not likely to occur until the summer of 1992,
the team concluded no immediate safety issue existed. The issue of
establishing accurate SSW temperatures is an inspector followup item (50-
397/92-01-02).

3.3 mer enc iese Generators a d Au iliar S stems

3.3.1 Diesel Fuel'Oil (DFO) Capacity and Consumption Rate

The team evaluated the adequacy of the WNP-2 fuel oil storage capacity. In
performing the assessment the team referenced the WNP-2 Technical
Specifications, the FSAR and other applicable industry standards. Overall,,
the team concluded the licensee had maintained adequate DFO fuel storage from
a safety standpoint, but that the licensee's DFO calculation were not
completely conservative with respect to industry standards.



The licensee is committed to ANSI Standard N195-1976, "Fuel Oil Systems for
Standby Diesel Generators." The Standard describes the following two
conservative methods for determining on-site DFO storage requirements: (1)
calculate for continuous operation of each diesel generator for at least seven
days while satisfying post-LOCA maximum loading or (2) calculate based on
time-dependent loads and add lOX for additional margin. The Standard also
states that the calculation shall include an explicit allowance for fuel
consumption required by periodic testing. WNP-2 FSAR Section 9.5.4. 1 states
the design basis of the on-site storage capacity is to provide for continuous
operation of each diesel generator for at least seven days while satisfying
post-LOCA maximum loading.

Technical Specification (TS) 3.8. l. l.b requires a minimum of 53,000 gallons of
DFO in each of the Division 1 and 2 storage tanks and 33,000 gallons in the
Division 3 storage tank along with a minimum of 1,400 gallons in their
associated day tanks. This provides on-site DFO storage capacity of 54,400
gallons for each of the Division 1 and 2 diesel generators and 34,400 gallons
for Division 3 diesel generator. The licensee based the TS DFO storage
requirements on BKR Calculation 5.43.02, Revision 0 and Calculation
Modification Record (CHR) 91-0062. The assumptions of these calculations were
based on the diesel generator skid assembler's fuel oil consumption rate of
324 gallons of fuel oil per hour with the diesel generator loaded to its
continuous rated load of 4400 KW.

The tea i i'~ '>d the licensee had re-evaluated the adequacy of DFO sto"age
capacity in December 1990, as a result of a Request for Technical Services
(RFTS). The engineering analysis of RFTS 90-12-134 concluded DFO storage
capacity at WNP-2 was adequate. The calculation in the RFTS analysis
indicated that 54,471 gallons storage was required for each of Division 1 and
2 diesel generators. The reasoning in the RFTS analysis included the
following three points: (1) While the calculated value was 71 gallons short of
the capacity required by Technical Specifications, the existing capacity was
adequate because 1983 testing determined the actual EDG fuel consumption rate
[311.5 gallons per hour (gph) and 314.8 gph for EGDs 1 and 2, respectively]
was conservative with respect to the DFQ consumption rate used in the
calculation (324 gph), (2) The required DFO storage volume in B&R Calculation
5.43.02 was correct, since it was the most conservative, and (3) The DFO
storage tank low level alarm was set above the TS limit. The team's review of
the 1983 on-site fuel oil consumption test [Performance Test (PT) 47.0-A and
B] found the test was not conducted under worst case conditions that would
result in maximum DFO consumption. The team found the licensee did not
account for the temperature of the intake air, the temper ature of the fuel
oil, the EDG room temperature and the specific gravity of the fuel oil during
the tests. These factors can affect engine performance and can, therefore,
affect the accuracy of the fuel oil consumption rate. The team concluded this
was an example of poor engineering work because the consumption rate test was
not performed under worst case conditions and the licensee's analysis was
convoluted.

Based on the potential deficiencies identified in RFTS-90-12-134 it appeared
the WNP-2 Technical Specification for DFO storage capacity did not provide
enough .fuel oil to meet the FSAR design basis. On February 10, 1992, the
licensee drafted a calculation to demonstrate the existing DFO storage
capacity was adequate. The draft calculation, which addressed the combined
temperature effects, used a revised fuel consumption rate for all three



diesels. The calculation indicated on-site DFO storage was adequate to
provide seven days of service without refueling. The team's review of the
calculation identified the licensee did not use the latest EDB loading for
LOCA with loss of off-site power, the calculation's assumptions did not use
some of the requirements of ANSI N195, the calculation did not use the most
limiting specific gravity value of 0.83 as stated in the Technical
Specification Section 4.8. 1.1.2.C. l., and the calculation did not include
allowances for testing per ANSI Standard N195-1976.

On February 10, 1992, the team notified the licensee of these deficiencies. In
response the licensee issued a night order to administratively control the
fuel volumes in the day and storage tanks until a new fuel consumption rate
was recalculated and formalized. The licensee issued a new calculation and a
basis for continued operation on February 12, 1992. The new calculated volume
for seven day operation and surveillance testings was 56,252 gallons for each
of the Division 1 and 2 diesels. To determine if the licensee had operated
with DFO storage below the new value, the team reviewed DFO storage levels
from January 1, 1992, thr ough February 10, 1992. The team found the licensee
had always had DFO storage above the new DFO value. To assure DFO level were
maintained above the new DFO storage value, the licensee reset the level
switches in the day tanks were set to maintain greater than 1,400 gallons in
each tank. The licensee stated that a LER would be issued if their review
found any "urther past instances of DFO volume less the newly calculated fuel
volume. The licensee documented this discr~.fancy in Problem Evaluation
Request 292-115 and '.::;tiated a safety analysis report change notice (SCN) to
update FSAR Section 9.5.4, Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer
System. The licensee committed to initiate a technical specification
amendment change.

The team concluded that: (1) the licensee's calculations of DFO storage
requirements had not been conservative; (2) nevertheless, the licensee had
always maintained a conservatively high DFO storage volume; (3) RFTS-90-12-134
was an example of poor engineering work; and (4) the TS and the FSAR require
revision.

3.3.2 EDG SSW Heat Exchangers (HXs)

The team examined the design and performance history of the EDG SSW HXs to
determine if they were adequately sized to remove expected heat loads. The
team identified the following two potential problems with the heat removal
capacity of the heat exchangers: (1) the SSW flow rates are lower than design
flow rates (2) the heat exchangers may have been incorrectly sized.

Surveillance test data measured in 1990 and 1991 per PPM 8.4.54, "Thermal
Performance Monitoring of DCW-HX-lA1 8 DCW-HX-lA2," showed that two EDG HXs,
one in Division 1 and one in Division 2, had SSW flow rates below the 825 gpm
assumed by the HX designer (Stewart and Stevenson Services, see Attachment 1
to Calculation ME 02.91.42). The lowest measured value for Division 1 was 747
gpm (measured May 9, 1991) while that for Division 2 was 645 gpm (measured
March 29, 1991). The team noted deficiencies in the licensee s calculations
which sought to justify the acceptability of the lower-than-design flow rate.
The following paragraphs discuss these deficiencies.

The EDG manufacturer offered standard HXs for the type diesels purchased by
WNP-2, but the heat exchangers purchased by the Supply System were custom



units specifically designed for the WNP-2 diesels. The WNP-2 diesel HX

characteristics are described in the Operating Data Table of calculation ME

02.91.42, "Service Water Flow Rate to DCW Heat Exchangers," dated January 16,
1992. The custom units, whose characteristics were also described in
calculation ME 02.91.42. 1992 on the "Heat Exchanger Specification Sheet",
appeared to be designed to remove 7,800,000 Btu/hr at design conditions. In
reviewing vendor data, it appeared the HX designer incorrectly chose the
7,800,000 Btu/hr HX design value by simply averaging the manufacturer's
recommendation of 50 Btu/min/KW (expected to include an allowance for
generator efficiency) and 35 Btu/min/hp (possibly for DG applications without
generators). The manufacturer's recommendation was given as part of the
manufacturer's operating data included as part of, "Diesel Generator Operation
Time Without SW, Calculation ME 02.84.91, WPPSS, Revision 1, dated April 13,
1987. If the team's initial conclusion, which will be evaluated after the
licensee provides additional manufacturer's data they committed to provide, is
correct, the original HX design was in error. The consequences of this error
would be that the EDG SSW HXs may not be adequately sized to remove design
heat load under worst case conditions. For example, the use of the 35
Btu/hr/hp number in, "Service Water Flow Rate to DCW Heat Exchangers,"
Calculation ME 02.91.42, dated January 16, 1992, which was performed to prove
the conservatism of the 7,800,000 Btu/hr HX design value and the acceptability
of reduced SSW flow to the EDGs, would not be valid. The team also concluded,
L.;:ause the operating'ata sheet stated the values did not include allowances
for overload operatinn or fouling, the licensee's calc.'.ation did not include
the worst case engine heat loads.

The team noted that the calculations the licensee used to demonstrate that
reduced SSW HX flow rates did not represent an operability concern referred to
outdated (1978) FSAR electrical loading values, i.e., 3860 KW instead of 4360
KW. Related to this deficiency was the fact that the FSAR SSW requirements,
Table 9.2-5, still cited the HX heat load as 11,692,427 Btu/hr, which was also
derived with the 1978 electrical load of 3860 KW.

Additional discrepancies were identified in a calculation the licensee
performed to demonstrate the adequacy of the low measured flow rate
("Evaluation of Low SW Flow to DCW Heat Exchanger," preliminary calculation ME

02.92. 14). The potential discrepancies with the calculation were as follows:
the calculation did not consider changes in viscosity at low flow rates; the
calculation assumed a DG cooling flow rate of 1100 gpm (which is a
manufacturer's value and has not been confirmed); the calculation used the
88.6 F SSW temperature questioned in Section 3.2; the calculation assumed a DG

heat load of 6.6 x 10'tu/hr and computed a HX heat transfer coefficient (U)
of 262 BTU/hr/ F (while calculations based on surveillance test measurements
produce values as low as 155.1).

The licensee concluded the wide variations in the HX U values of 155.1 to
304.3 Btu/hr/'F were due to very poor accuracy in the flow and temperature
measurement instrumentation. Both were made with non-intrusive equipment,
ultrasonic flow meters and contact thermometers, and were inadequate for
applications where temperature differentials are modest and flows are complex.

The team concluded the measurements taken in the surveillance tests were not
sufficiently accurate to properly evaluate the EDG HX performance. The team
also concluded that adequate performance of the EDG HXs under worst case
summer conditions could not be assured. The team considered the licensee
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should give priority to obtaining the necessary accurate measurements to
rectify this uncertainty. EDGs operate as a tandem pair with no feedback
mechanism between their governors. Hence, if a load mismatch occurred, it was
possible that the diesel carrying the greater load would be the diesel which
receives the lower service water flow. The issue of adequate SSW cooling to
the EDGs is an inspector followup item (50-397/92-01-03).

3.3.3 EDG Air Start System

According to the FSAR, the starting air system for both Division 1 and
Division 2 EDGs must provide sufficient air storage capacity for seven diesel
starts. The licensee used calculation HE 02.91.38, "DGIA and DG2A Diesel
Starting Air Receiver Tank Capacities," dated October 14, 1991; to demonstrate
the air receivers contained sufficient air for eleven engine starts when the
receiver air pressure was at the low pressure alarm setpoint of 230 psig. The
team reviewed the calculation and concluded the calculation was adequate.

Industry practice for sizing the air storage system also includes capacity
for a failure to start followed by a specified number of successful
starts. If this requirement were applied to the WNP-2 Division 1

and Division 2 systems, then the data given in calculation ME 02.91,38,
approved October 14, 1991, suggested the diesels would be capable of one
failure to s'art plus six succe"sful starts. The team concluded the EDG air
start system design and its implementation were adequate.

3.3.4 Engine Derating Factors

The team reviewed licensee EDG loading calculations to assess if engine
derating factors were correctly applied. The power produced by diesel engines
is affected by a number of conditions such as altitude, combustion air inlet
temperature, cooling water temperatures, operating speed and load, and engine
condition. When a diesel engine is operated near its maximum output power and
factors such as these change, the capacity of the engine is der ated. When the
diesels are operated well below their maximum power output capability, any
degradation of efficiency is generally compensated for by the governor via
adjustment of the engine's fuel racks. The team found that the WNP-2 EDGs do
not operate near their maximum power output and, therefore, the calculations
did not use engine derating factors.

3.4 Heatin Ventilation and Air Conditionin HVAC

3.4.1 EDG Room and Diesel Generator Electrical Equipment Room
(DGEER) Temperature

The EDG manufacturer provides guidance for the EDG room ventilation
requirements on the Operating Data Sheet included in calculation HE 02.84.91,
R-l, "Diesel Generator Operation Time Without SW." The EDG heat load is
proportional to electrical load 3.5 Btu/min/KW or 915,600 Btu/hr at 4360 KW).
Other room heat loads such as lights, HXs, pumps, HVAC motors, and EDG exhaust
pipes, would be expected to increase the EDG room heat load. The team noted
FSAR page 9.5-50 provides an unreferenced number of 22,000 Btu/min or
1,320,000 Btu/hr for EDG room heat load.

The team also found that on June 8th and 9th, 1989, the licensee conducted a
test of the EDG room heat loading. The test established a value of 1,698,299



Btu/hr at 4550 KW, which would correspond to a value of about 1,627,000 Btu/hr
at 4360 KW, if linear proportionality with electrical load is assumed. This
value exceeded the FSAR value of 1,320,000 Btu/hr.

The licensee used the new heat load value to revise calculation HE 02.89.38,
[LOCA case], approved October 6, 1989, and calculation HE 02.89.44, [ashfall
case], approved October 6, 1989, for the determination of EDG room and DGEER

temperatures. The team noted these calculations assumed 4244 KW electrical
load instead of the 4360 KW given in the FSAR in Table 8.3-1. The calculated
EDG room temperature for the LOCA case increased from 120'F to 126 F and the
DGEER temperature increased from a 104'F limit to 109 F.

The licensee's response to the result of the test was extensive as indicated
by a number of reports such as Specification Change Notice, SCR 90-100, Plant
Evaluation Report, PER 289-0884, Justification for Continued Operation,
JCO 289-0869 and Licensee Event Report 90-020. However, the heat load value
for the EDG room measured during 1989 had not yet been incorporated in the
FSAR. When notified of this during the inspection, the licensee committed to
update the FSAR.

The team also noted the EDG room calculations reported in the LOCA case and
the ashfall case used a superseded EDG electrical load (4244 KW instead of
4360 !"...') and did not iN:lude any EDG derating effects. In response to the
team's observations, the EDG room temperature was recalculated and preliminary
CHR 92-0075 was issued. The EDG room temperature increased from 126'F to 128
(127.55)'F for the LOCA case.

The team also found the DGEER calculations failed to include the heat transfer
from the EDG room, and the potential heat load of the grounding resistor. The
licensee revised the calculation to incorporate the above two heat loads. The
DGEER temperature increased from the 104 F limit in the Technical
Specification to 112'F for the LOCA case.

The licensee's response to the team's above questions for the ashfall
calculation for the DGEER involved significant revisions to calculations. The
major change involved taking credit for administrative controls which are
implemented to effectively limit initial spray pond temperature to 72'F (alarm
setpoint) rather than the 77'F which is the Technical Specification limit.
The team's spot check of the calculation identified a number of calculational
errors involving credit the licensee took for solar radiation and pond
inventories.

Due to the lack of accurate test data, apparently nonconservative assumptions,
calculational errors and the minimum existing safety margins, the team
concluded the licensee had not determined the most limiting EDG or DGEE room
temperatures. This is an inspector followup item (50-397/92-01-04).

3.4.2 Vital Equipment Room Temperature

The FSAR on page 9.2-21 of Amendment 35, dated November 1984, states the
temperatures of rooms served by the emergency HVAC equipment have been
evaluated with a spray pond temperature of 88.6 degrees F and that these
remain within the prescribed design limit. However, a spot check of the HVAC

calculations revealed two rooms, the ¹I battery charging room (104.85'F) and
electric equipment and repair shop (104.58'F), would exceed the Technical
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Specification limit of 104'F. Furthermore, FSAR Table 9.2-5 still cites SSW

flow requirements for 14 of 18 SSW loads in terms of an earlier calculated
85'F SSW temperature, which contradicts the above statement in the FSAR.

Because the WNP-2 Technical Specifications appear not to indicate the highest
equipment room temperatures and the FSAR appears not to reflect accurate vital
equipment room temperatures, this is an inspector followup item (50-397/92-01-
05).

3.4.3 Diesel Generator and Support Room Temperature Nonitoring

At WNP-2 plant operators are required by Plant Procedure 7.0.0, "Shift and
Daily Instrument Checks (Modes 1,2,3)," Revision 24, dated February 3, 1992,
to monitor room temperature of each EDG room once a shift. The monitoring of
room temperature is required due to the room containing temperature-sensitive
safety-related electronic equipment. Per the procedure, the operator is
required to take immediate corrective action to restore temperature in the EDG

rooms if the temperature in the rooms decreases to 70'F. The operator is
required to notify the Shift Manager if the temperature in any of the DGEERs
is equal to or greater than 104'F. Another requirement of the procedure is to
ensure adequate cooling of the voltage regulator during extended continuous
diesel operation. The DGEER temperature should not exceed 90'F for longer
than 24 hours wi".hout removing .'.'.. voltage regulator subcompartment door.

The team noted ..SAR Section 9.4.7. 1 states the EDG building ventilation system
is designed to maintain EDG rooms at a minimum temperature of 70'F during
extreme winter conditions. This provides a 7'F margin above the minimum 63'F
temperature that calculations assume to assure diesel generator operability.

On February 9, 1992, the team found with one exception the licensee used
thermocouples that had never had their calibration checked (cal checked) and
were not adequately mounted to measure room temperature. The thermocouples
were found taped to and not rigidly mounted to columns in EDG rooms. The team
found the thermocouples were not cal checked at specified periods to assure
their accuracy within necessary limits. One exception was the thermocouple in
the HPCS electric room had been cal checked with a two-point cal checked
during its initial installation in 1986.

The team verified the accuracy of these thermocouples with a portable
thermocouple temperature measuring meter which had a calibrated accuracy of
+/- 1.8'F. Taking the accuracy of the measuring meter into consideration, the
team observed that the maximum deviation between the thermocouples and the
calibrated meter was 3.9'F. The team considered that the maximum deviation
was within the 7'F margin and concluded there was no immediate operability
concern for the diesel or the support equipment.

3.4.4 Battery Room Ventilation

The team reviewed calculations associated with ventilation design requirements
for the two battery rooms, "Radwaste Building, Critical SWGR Area Battery
Rooms," Calculation 9.32.00, Revision 1, February 14, 1983. The computed
values of 1600 cubic feet per minute (cfm) for room ¹I and 700 cfm for room ¹2
appeared reasonable and was reflected in the HVAC process drawing, HVAC for
Control 8 Switchgear Radwaste Building, drawing M548, Revision 61.
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3.4.5 Static Exciter Voltage Regulator (SEVR) Cabinet
Temperatures

During 1983 preoperational testing, the licensee determined the SEVR cabinets
overheated. To correct the SEVR overheating the licensee modified the SEVR
cabinets to include ventilation chimneys and louvered vents. 1990 SEVR
temperature measurements showed with DGEER temperature at 68'F the SEVR
internal temperature rise was 32'F. Assuming the same temperature rise
develops with higher DGEER temperatures, the manufacturer's long term limit of
122'F would be exceeded when the DGEER temperature exceeded 90'F.

As reported in LER 90-020, WNP-2 procedures were changed to include
instructions to remove the EDG Excitation Control Cabinet doors within 24
hours when the local EDG electrical equipment room temperature exceeds 90'F
during operation of the respective EDG."

The team expressed the following concerns:

o Plant procedures required implementation of administrative controls
"within 24 hours" of exceeding 90'F rather than when the DGEER reaches
90'F. Without characterization of the transient, there is no assurance
the SEVR would not exceed the short term limit of 158'F within the 24
hours in question. If the 32'F temp:.:"".ture rise is added to the latest
(and possibly non-conservative) DG.-"..-'R i;;mperature of 115'F, then the SEVR
would be only eleven degrees below the short term limit.

o The SEVR vendor manual established, the short and the long term limits of
the SEVR are 158'F and 122'F, respectively. The manufacturer's cycling
tests on the SEVR demonstrated the SEVR reached its peak operating
temperature in less than 24 hours. The licensee defined the duration of
long term as greater than 24 hours. The team concluded, the licensee
selecting long term as a time greater than it takes for the SEVR to reach
peak operating temperature, as an example of poor engineering work.

o The licensee's conclusion that removing the panel door would ensure SEVR
temperatures remain below 104'F had no testing verification. Door
removal has the potential to destroy the chimney-induced draft created by
the original design fix, and may reduce utilization of the cooler air
near the floor. Furthermore, the differential temperature from the long
term temperature limit is 7-10 degrees with a DGEER temperature between
112 and 115'F. Therefore, if the natural chimney-induced dr aft is
effected by door removal, the SEVR may exceed its long term temperaturelimit.

Due to the licensee not having sufficient test data or analysis to support
adequate SEVR cabinet cooling, this is an inspector followup item (50-397/92-
01-06).

3.5 Seismic uglification of S stems and Com onents

During facility walkdowns, the team performed visual inspections of piping and
other suspended components (e.g. lighting fixtures).

Particular attention was devoted to the suspension of the EDG inlet air trains
and the exhaust trains. All sections appeared to be appropriately supported



with restraints at reasonable intervals. Anchors limited motion at end
points, while spring hangers and shock suppressors provided support near the
midpoints of the longer runs. Sleeves at wall penetrations allowed for
thermal expansion. In response to one team question, the licensee provided an
extensive series of calculations documenting the loading and stress analysis
of the HPCS EDG exhaust piping. The analysis appeared appropriately detailed,
therefore the team did not extensively review it. The team noted the ADLPIPE
computer code was used for most of the seismic calculations. The model's
analysis generally included both static and dynamic components of the
deadweight, thermal and seismic loads and moments.

The anchor provisions for the ser vice water and fuel oil piping also appeared
adequate. No examples were identified where pipe connected to the EDG skid
did not include a flexible connection.

All lighting was appropriately chained in vital equipment areas. The team
found numerous apparent noncompliances with the Washington Occupational Health
and Safety Administration (WOSHA) lighting requirements which require lights
suspended to a height of less than seven feet have their lamps protected. The
licensee committed to evaluate this apparent WOSHA noncompliance.

4.0 Surveillance Haintenance and Facilit Housekee in

4.1 Diesel Generator 0 erabil~it hestia
(he team observed licensee operators and craftsmen conduct semi-annual
operability surveillance testing on the Division 1 EDG per procedure PPH
7.4.8.1.1.2.2, "Diesel Generator 5'I Semi-Annual Operability Test." No
discrepancies were identified.

4.2 e raded G id Rela Calibration

The team observed licensee craftsmen calibrate and test the SH-8 degraded grid
voltage relays (ITE-27N, E-Rly-27/8/3, E-Rly-27/8/4 and E-Rly-27/8/5) per PPH
7.4.3.3. 1.79, "4. 16KV Emergency Bus Degraded Undervoltage SH-8 CFT." The as-
left settings of the relay setpoint and reset were consistent with the
settings in the design basis calculations. No discrepancies were identified.

4.3 Safet Related A astat Rela Calibration

The team reviewed maintenance and setpoint calculations associated with safety
related Agastat pneumatic time delay relays. The licensee's maintenance
procedures required 5 percent or 10 percent accuracy limits which did not
include the effects of temperature variations. The vendor's time delay repeat
accuracy for these relays was either 5 percent or 10 percent at any one
temperature. Expected variations for temperature changes were also provided
by the vendor. The team noted the vendor listed time delay temperature
accuracy was in addition to the repeat accuracy of either 5 percent or 10
percent. The team, after reviewing procedures and discussing these procedures
with licensee craftsmen, concluded the licensee had not considered expected
relay temperature variations when calculating total accuracy requirements. for
Agastat pneumatic time delay relays.

At the time of the inspection, the licensee had drafted preliminary
Calculation E/I 01.91.1024, "Setpoint Calculation," for one of the safety
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related Agastat time delay relays. The team noted the temperature effect used
in the calculation was based on a telephone conversation between the vendor
and the licensee and was not the one provided in the vendor's design
literature. The documented telephone conversation indicated Agastat 7000
series time delay relays were not temperature sensitive over a defined
temperature band. The team considered the conclusion, as documented in the
telephone conversation, technically incorrect.

At the team's request, the licensee verified the validity of the conclusion
reached in the telephone conversation with the relay vendor. The licensee
found the conclusion was incorrect and committed to correct the preliminary
calculation. The licensee was considering implementing a requirement for all
parties pat ticipating in a telephone conversation to sign the document
associated with that conversation, if the conversation is used as technical
basis. The team concluded that the licensee's resolution of these concerns
was adequate.

4.4 Scaffolds in the Diesel Da Tank Rooms

On January 28, 1992, the team found the following deficiencies in the diesel
day tank rooms:

o On April 17, 1990, the licensee erected scaffolds in the Di~".sion 2
diesel day tank'oom and the HPCS day tank room. The team noted there
was no signature on the scaffold tag to indicate the acceptance of the
installation per Procedure 10.2.53, "Seismic Requirements for
Scaffolding, Ladders, Tool Gang Boxes, Hoists and Metal Storage
Cabinets," Revision 4, dated January 30, 1990. Procedure 10.2.53
requires use of a scaffold tag and the tag be signed per Attachment A.
Therefore, the team concluded the licensee had not followed PPM 10.2.53.

o On April 17, 1990, the licensee erected a scaffold in the Division 1

diesel day tank room. The team found the licensee signed off the tag on
December 4, 1991, approximately nineteen months after the scaffold had
been erected.

For these cases, the licensee indicated there were no approved RFTS or Design
Safety Analysis (DSA) on the installation.

The licensee rechecked the scaffolds and concluded the scaffolds had been
properly erected. The licensee issued a Problem Evaluation Request 292-080 on
January 28, 1992, to document and correct the procedure violation. The
apparent violation was corrected on the same day (NCV 50-397/92-01-07). This
Severity Level V violation is not being cited because the criteria specified
in Section VII.B. of the Enforcement Policy were satisfied.

The team noted that Plant Deficiency Report (PDR) 290-299, dated June 20,
1990, had previously identified deficiencies with EDG building scaffolds. The
corrective action of that PDR indicated that the scaffolds in the Diesel
Generator Building were brought into compliance seismically per Procedure
10.2.53, Revision 4. PDR 290-299 did not assess the scaffolds in the three
diesel day tank rooms. The team concluded that the failure to include the
diesel day tank room scaffolds in this PDR was an example of incomplete
problem identification.



4.5 lectrical ainte ance Backlo Assessment

To assess a trend in the backlog of electrical maintenance items, the team
selected weekly maintenance reports from the weeks of October 28, 1991,
November 25, 1991, December 30, 1991, and January 6, 1992. The team noted a
consistent decreasing trend in the backlog.

4.6 Switch ard Control and Maintenance

The control of the switchyard at WNP-2 was agreed to by the licensee and the
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) in letter WPBP-2-83-03, "Statement of
Supply System/BPA Operating and Maintenance Responsibilities for WNP-2 and
Integrating Facilities," dated March 17, 1983. In this agreement BPA agreed
to test and maintain most of the switchyard equipment at WNP-2. The team
reviewed this letter and compared the requirements of the letter to the
operating and maintenance work being planned and accomplished.

The team found switchyard operations were in accordance with letter WPBP-2-83-
03, but testing and maintenance of the switchyard were not. The team also
found letter WPBP-2-83-03 did not address a number of important issues.
Attachment 5 contains a listing of some of the differences between the
requirements of letter WPBP-2-83-03 and actual practices in the testing and
maintenance of the WNP-2 switchyard equipment. A brief overview of these
". sues is contained in the following paragraphs.

The team found the frequency of BPA switchyard testing had been reduced below
that specified by letter WPBP-2-83-03. In addition, the specific method on
how yearly maintenance would be determined was not being followed.

The team found letter WPBP-2-83-03 did not cover the following issues:
notification of BPA personnel of important issues concerning operation and
maintenance of switchyards of nuclear facilities from Information Notices and
other NRC and industry sources; control of the maximum hours of work for BPA
personnel; safety instructions to be fo'Jlowed by BPA when working within the
licensee's switchyard; priority of restoring off-site power to WNP-2 during a
major fault; the need for additional maintenance beyond that accomplished for
non-nuclear switchyards; review by the licensee of the training of BPA
personnel granted unrestricted and unescorted access to the licensee's
switchyard; and periodic witnessing of BPA activities in the licensee's
switchyard by the licensee's quality control and safety personnel.

Based on the preceding concerns, the team concluded that the licensee did not
have an agreement that resulted in adequate administrative control of the
switchyard. The team also concluded that a new agreement was needed to allow
licensee management to maintain a minimum level of control over their
switchyard. This was particularly disturbing considering the recent industry
switchyard events at Vogtle, Diablo Canyon and Palo Verde, and their wide
industry interest and publication. The team identified inconsistencies in the
licensee's review of the Vogtle switchyard event involving the licensee's
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switchyard access control. This issue remains open (Followup Item 50-397/91-
01-08).

The team reviewed WNP-2 switchyard maintenance. The team concluded that the
maintenance being performed was adequate. Due to the lack of an accurate long
range maintenance agreement between BPA and the licensee, the team was unable
to determine the level of maintenance that would be accomplished in the
future.

4.7 120V ac and 125V dc Surveillance and Haintenance Pro ram Assessment

The team assessed the maintenance program for 120V ac and 125V dc distribution
equipment. For this portion of the EDS, the team also reviewed the content of
selected surveillance and maintenance procedures, and evaluated the recorded
data from these procedures.

With respect to the maintenance program, the team found the program for 120V
ac and 125V dc equipment acceptable, based on the licensee's commitment to
inspect and clean all 125V dc distribution panels over the next two refueling
outages. Previously, the licensee had deferred much of the 125V dc panel
maintenance.

In reviewin the test data of completed surveillance and maintenance
procedures-, the team identified many errors .in the recording and review of the
data. The team found Technical '~ecification (TS) surveillance requirements
had been marked not applicable, left blank or were outside the specified
limits. The errors were not identified by the recorder of the data or by the
procedure reviewers. For technical specification data, the craftsman, the
craft supervisor and the shift manager are required to review and approve the
data. The details of these apparent violations are described in Attachment 4
(50-397/92-01-18).

The team evaluated procedures for compliance with commitments and found FSAR
Paragraph 8.3.2.1.7.1 committed the licensee to conduct periodic maintenance
tests of the station's safety batteries in accordance with IEEE 450-1975.
Paragraph 3.4 of IEEE 450-1975 specifies that an equalizing charge be
performed whenever the specific gravity of one cell drops more than 0.01 below
the average of all cells. This provision and a number of other IEEE 450-1975
provisions were not contained in any of the licensee's battery surveillance
procedures.

The team discussed these issues with the licensee. The licensee concluded the
provisions of IEEE 450-1975 which were not being accomplished were not
technically warranted. The licensee concluded a change to the FSAR was
necessary to indicate the extent of the licensee's commitment to IEEE 450-
1975. A failure to follow the FSAR committed IEEE 450-1975 criteria is an
apparent deviation (50-397/92-01-09).

The team identified the following procedural errors and weaknesses in the
procedures they reviewed:

o Surveillance Procedure 7.4.8.2.1.22, Revision 5, "quarterly Battery
Testing 125V dc B-1 and B-2," step 13 requires the specific gravity
of a cell to be corrected for temperature and level. A note was
added to step 14 which stated a specific gravity correction was not



required if a Pair Digital Hydrometer (PDH) was used. Since the PDH
corrected for temperature but not level, the note was technically
incorrect.

o A note in step ll of Surveillance Procedure 7.4.8.2. 1.23, Revision
5, "quarterly Battery Testing 125 VDC B-HPCS," requires specific
gravity readings be taken 12 inches down from the top of the cell.
An initial is required for completion of this step. The HPCS
batteries-have short cases and the specific gravity can not be taken
12 inches down. Although it was noted in 1990 that the procedure
could not be performed as written, the procedure continued to be
initialed as completed and reviewed as satisfactory.

o Surveillance Procedure 7.4.8.4.3.3, Revision 4, "MOV Thermal
Overload Group 3 — CC," provides specific test current values for
the testing of motor thermal overload protection devices. The data
sheets indicate which motor overload model is required to be
installed. For a number of MOVs powered from Motor Control Center
4A, the team found the overload model listed in procedure
7.4.8.4.3.3 did not match the design drawings and were not the
overloads installed. The team found the thermal overloads for
various MOVs (MS-V-16 and 20, HPCS-V-1 and 15, and SW-V-4C) had been
replaced by a design change; however, the surveillance procedures
had not been rev';ed to reflect the change. This is further
discussed in Paragraph 5.2. 1. Additionally, the team found there
were no procedure requirement for the craftsman to verify the model
of overload installed during the calibration of the overload.
Although most of the overloads are adjustable, there is no
requirement to check the setting of the adjustment. The procedure
assumed each overload was adjusted to 100 percent. Therefore, the
procedure would be wrong if the overloads were set differently than
100 percent. The inspectors did not observe any thermal overloads
set at less than 100 percent in their field observations.

o Maintenance procedure 10.25.48, Revision 5, "Testing Molded Case
Circuit Breakers," failed to establish acceptance criteria for
breaker contact resistance for molded case circuit breakers.
Contact resistance data was recorded in millivolts (mv). During the
1991 testing of HPCS supply breakers, a technician recorded a
breaker contact resistance reading of 108 mv and noted in the
procedure that this value was high. Maintenance personnel reviewed
and accepted the 108 mv contact resistance value. Another breaker
had a contact resistance of over 700 mv, which was not recorded as
high, but was reviewed and accepted by maintenance personnel. The
team questioned the acceptability of a reading of over 700 mv to
demonstrate proper engagement of the contacts. During the
inspection the licensee was unable to establish an acceptable valuefor contact resistance and was unable to determine the acceptability
of the 1991 data. This item remains open pending licensee review
and determination of an acceptability criteria for contact
resistance (Followup Item 50-397/92-01-10).

o The team found maintenance procedure steps inappropriately marked as
not applicable. The team also found there was no requirement for
the technician to document that the steps marked as not applicable
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had not been performed. For example, the licensee's quality
assurance organization identified that a maintenance procedure step
which required lubrication of safety related circuit breakers had
been marked as not applicable. The reason given for marking the
step as not applicable was that the lubricant was not available.
There was no engineering evaluation that the circuit breakers would
operate successfully until the next maintenance. The team noted
other procedure steps that were marked as not applicable with the
reason given that there was insufficient time to complete the steps.
The team was concerned that the practice of craft personnel
inappropriately marking maintenance procedure steps as not
applicable bypassed managements review and control of maintenance
which was not performed. This item remains open (Followup Item 50-
397/92-01-11).

Maintenance Procedure 10. 1.5, Revision 14, paragraph 7.2. 11 requires the
Maintenance Manager form a committee to biennially review the scheduled
Maintenance Program. The team found the Haintenance Hanager had not been
performing this procedural requirement. The team concluded the failure of
maintenance management to follow procedural requirements may be symptomatic of
management expectations for compliance with procedures, and may be an indirect
cause of the procedural violations the team identified in the electrical
maintenance area.

The team concluded that significant weaknesses existed in the oversight of
surveillance and maintenance programs.

4.8 Risk Review Associated with the Loss o Safet Related DC Busses

Recently, another nuclear utility, during an individual plant examination
(IPE), identified an increased core melt frequency with the loss of a safety
related dc bus. To ascertain if this concern existed at WNP-2, the team
reviewed the MNP-2 IPE.

The team found the licensee had not yet completed the MNP-2 IPE for loss of
individual dc busses. The team was unable to reach a conclusion concerning
increased plant risk from a dc bus failure.

The team reviewed abnormal condition procedures 4.7.8. 1, "125V DC Distribution
System Failure," and 4.7.7. 1, "250V DC Distribution System Failure." Facility
operators use these procedures for responding to loss of a dc bus. These
procedures appeared to cover actions to restore a failed dc bus, but had
limi.ted instructions on how to deal with the consequences of the loss of the
bus. The team discussed the scope of these procedures with the licensee. The
licensee agreed to contact other plants and determine if these plants had more
detailed instructions covering operation with a failed dc bus. Because
procedures 4.7.7. 1 and 4.7.8. 1 contained few operating instructions, the team
concluded the licensee mainly relied on the skill of the operators to deal
with a dc bus failure.

4.9 Facilit Housekee in

Because the licensee's 1989 self-audit of the EDS identified housekeeping as a

significant deficiency, the team evaluated WNP-2 housekeeping. Procedure
1.3. 19, "Housekeeping," Revision ll, dated February 6, 1991, establishes the
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licensee's requirements for facility housekeeping. The team found the
procedure adequately established management's expectations for facility
cleanliness. The procedure did not include acceptability checklists for each
area, but did provide a general listing of the types of deficiencies. The
plant is divided into areas. Plant supervisors were assigned to frequently
evaluate their areas of responsibility and document the deficiencies they
identify.

The team found many examples of poor housekeeping during facility walkdowns.
The team found items such as a bolt jammed between the cover and frame of a
safety related switchgear panel, electrical contactor and junction boxes that
were opened or not properly fastened shut, a missing bolt on the IN-2 inverter
cabinet door that in 1989 the licensee had determined compromised the
inverter s seismic qualification, a coffee can containing diesel fuel oil,
fire impairment tags that were six years old and a fire door that was
inoperable. In the radiologically protected area, where eating, drinking and
smoking are prohibited, the team found a cigarette butt, sunflower seed shells
and a June 1991 Reader's Digest. The team provided the licensee with their
housekeeping discrepancies. The team leader discussed these findings with the
Assistant Plant Manager.

The Assistant Plant Manager stated he recognized facility housekeeping
required improvement. He stated he intended to revise the housekeeping PPM to
incorporate checklists. He also intended '.- change the areas of
responsibility for .';a supervisors.

For the areas where the team conducted their walkdowns, the team leader
reviewed the findings of the past six months of the licensee's housekeeping
walkdowns. Generally, the findings of the licensee's walkdowns were very
limited and appeared cursory. Based on review of these audits and the team's
walkdown findings, the team concluded WNP-2 management oversight of
housekeeping had been weak.

On January 16, 1992, the team found that Procedure 1.3. 19, "Housekeeping,"
Revision 11, was not marked as safety related, nor did the procedure have an
asterisk on the procedure number on the cover page of the procedure. The team
verified with the licensee that the procedure was a safety related procedure.
Plant Procedure 1.2.2, "Plant Procedure Preparation," Revision 12, a safety
related procedure, requires that all safety-related procedures be indicated by
an asterisk (*) on the procedure number on the cover page of each procedure.
Safety Related Plant Procedure 1.2.4, "Plant Procedure Approval, Revision and
Distribution," Revision 14, dated November 14, 1991, requires the words
SAFETY RELATED be clearly designated in red on the top of each page of each
controlled copy of the procedure. PPM 1.3. 19 Table of Contents indicated that
the procedure was safety-related. Only pages 3, 5, 8, 9, and 10 of the
procedure were stamped and identified as "safety related". The remaining
pages including the cover page were not so identified. This is an apparent
violation (NCV 50-397/92-01-12).

On January 16, 1992, the team notified the procedures control supervisor of
the deficiency. The supervisor corrected the deficiency on January 22, 1992.
This Severity Level V violation is not being cited because the criteria
specified in Section VII.B. of the Enforcement Policy were satisfied.
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5.0 Confi uration Mana ement Des' Control and Adm'nistration

5. 1 Confi uration Mana ement

The team examined the licensee's program for controlling the configuration of
the plant. Specifically, the inspector discussed the licensee's program with
licensee staff and examined the following procedures:

EI 2.8, Revision 9: "Generating Facility Design Change Process"

EDP E2.5, Revision 2: "Design Verification"

PDS-5, Revision 2: "Design Safety Analysis and 50.59 Review and Safety
Evaluation"

PPH 1.4.1, Revision 12: "Plant Modifications"

PDS-7, Revision 0: "Engineering Design Document Checking Standard"

EES-3, Revision 0: "Electrical Design Checklists"

IS-1, Revision 0: "Checking of Instrumentation Drawings"

dOS-1, Revision 0: "Drawing Revision and Drafting CI':cking"

Changes to the plant design were controlled by an engineering process which
was specified in detail by the above procedures. Engineering changes were
evaluated to assure deficiencies in the original design were corrected priorto proceeding with the design change, so the design change would not be based
upon flawed design input. Engineering changes were subjected to critical
reviews of system function, parts procurement, affect on operations,
maintainability, system interfaces, and interdisciplinary coordination.
Procedures and instructions clearly specified update of the data base to
account for the affects of a design change. Generally, documents affected bythe change are required to be listed and revised. As described in Paragraphs
5.2. 1 and 5.2.2 of this report, the team identified the licensee's
configuration program does not assure surveillance procedures are revised as aresult of a design change. Therefore, the team, with the exception of
surveillance procedures, concluded that methods and systems are in place to
assure design basis documents are revised in a timely manner to reflect plant
modifications and changes to criteria or requirements, and adequate methods
and systems are provided for maintaining control of the configuration of the
plant.

The licensee had an ambitious program underway to improve the use of the
design database by increasing the efficiency of configuration management, work
management, materials management, document management and engineering
management. This program was a planned, multiyear program and funded to begin
in FY 94 or 95.

5.2 Desi n Control Im lementation and FSAR Administration

5.2.1 Design Control Implementation

To assess the licensee's implementation of the current design control process,



the team evaluated several recent modifications to the electrical distribution
system. The team sighted these modifications and checked that the appropriate
plans were updated.

During the review the team noted the licensee was not consistently maintaining
up-to-date top tier and lower tier drawings. Further team review found WNP-2
Procedure 1.6.2, Revision 12, dated January 20, 1992, "Control of Drawings and
Support Data, had no specific criteria for the timeliness of drawing updates.
However, Section 5.4 of this procedure requires controlled drawings be updated
by red-lining prior to returning equipment to operation. The team found
instances, as discussed in Section 5.2.2, where this was not occurring. The
team concluded the licensee was not adequately maintaining design drawings
(See Paragraph 5.2.2).

The team determined the WNP-2 design control process was not effective in
assuring surveillance procedures were revised during the processing of a
design change. As discussed in paragraph 4.7, the licensee replaced overload
heaters for breakers; however, the pertinent surveillance procedures were not
revised to reflect the change. Not establishing adequate administrative
design controls to assure surveillance procedures are revised as a result of a
design change is an apparent violation (50-397/92-01-13).

As discus-:- d in Sections 2, 2; and 4, calculations did not always use current
input data.

The team found a technical error in a licensee report of a telephone
conversation with an equipment vendor which was used as a basis for a
calculation (Paragraph 4.3). The vendor's representative stated to the team
she had not seen the report of the telephone conversation. When the vendor's
representative obtained the report she stated to the team that the report did
not represent what she had stated to the licensee. The team concluded that
the licensee had not accurately documented the telephone conversations used in
a design calculation. Based on this finding, the licensee is considering
establishing an administrative control for telephone conversations used to
support the design process.

5.2.2 Top Tier Drawings

During review of WNP-2 electrical design changes and the WNP-2 fuse control
program, the team ident'ified the following: (1) there was a large backlog of
discrepancies between the fuses installed in the facility and the fuses the
top tier drawings indicated were installed and (2) there was an instance where
a top tier drawing had not been updated following a design change.

With respect to the backlog of potential drawing discrepancies, the licensee
acknowledged there were fifteen pending requests for technical services
(RFTSs) which related to fuses and top tier drawings that required engineering
analysis to determine the fuse type and rating. On February 13, 1992, the
team found the licensee had not promptly resolved whether the following
controlled top tier control room drawings required revision or the incorrect
fuses were installed:

o Controlled top tier drawing E519, "Motor Valve and Niscellaneous
Control Elementary Diagram," Sheet 35 in the control room was not
revised to show an up-to-date as-built configuration through the



redlining process. The drawing showed fuse F2 to be a 10 amp fuse,
and RFTS-90-10-070, dated October 10, 1990, identified the installed
fuse F2 to be 20 amp fuse.

o Controlled top tier drawing E526, "Miscellaneous Equipment
Elementary Diagram," Sheet 1 in the control room was not revised to
show an up-to-date as-built configuration through the redlining
process. The drawing showed a 1 amp fuse at terminal point 320
(drawing coordinates K,7), and RFTS-90-10-111, dated October 16,
1990, identified the installed fuse at this location to be 1-4/10
amp fuse.

o Controlled top tier drawing EWD-81E-0001, "Electrical Wiring Diagram
Reactor Building Emergency Cooling System Sample Room Filter REA-SU-
15," in the control room was not revised to show an up-to-date as-
built configuration through the redlining process. The drawing
showed a 3 amp fuse for FU1 and FU2 (drawing coordinates E,4).
RFTS-91-08-030, dated August 6, 1991, identified the installed fuse
at each of these locations to be 3-2/10 amp fuses.

WNP-2 Safety Related Plant Procedure 1.6.2, "Control of Drawings and Support
Data," Section 5.2 states that, "Controlled Top Tier Drawings are promptly
revi~ed to show an ,"-to-date as-built configuration through the redlining
process." Additional'ly, Section 5.4 states that, "Top Tier drawings shall be
redlined upon completion of field work and prior to returning equipment to
operation." Because the equipment was returned to service and relied on to
operate without resolving the discrepancies, the team considered the licensee
had not promptly evaluated the difference between the fuses in the drawings
and the as-built configuration. This is an apparent violation of PPN 1.6,2
(50-397/92-01-14). The Manager of Plant Support Engineering committed to
complete the fifteen RFTSs related to the top tier drawings by July 1, 1992.

With respect to implementing a design change without updating a top tier
drawing, the team found drawing E508, "Power and Instrumentation A. C. Power
Panel Schedules," Revision 80, had not been updated by red-lining to indicate
a change in PP-7A-F breaker 6. The licensee stated the above error was caused
by failure to complete all the paper work associated with this PED. The PED
status showed it still pending. The licensee issued instructions to review
all remaining PEDs to ensure completed modifications are properly documented.
This is an apparent violation of licensee procedure PPM 1.6.2 (50-397/92-01-
15).

The team concluded top tier drawings were generally maintained current;
however, the licensee did not promptly resolve differences between as-built
configuration and drawings, and in one instance did not update a top tier
drawing as a result of a design change.

5.2.3 FSAR Maintenance and Distribution

The team evaluated design documents such as calculations and drawings with
respect to the FSAR. Through this process the team identified a large number
of discrepancies between the FSAR and these design documents. Generally, the
majority of errors were due to the FSAR not containing current data and not
reflecting current facility configuration. 10CFR50.71(e) requires licensee's
maintain the FSAR updated with the latest material developed. The numerous



FSAR discrepancies (refer to Attachment 3) are examples of an apparent
violation of this requirement (50-397/92-01-16).

Prior to the inspection, the WNP-2 compliance group provided the team with
pertinent sections of their controlled copy of the FSAR. This copy was

subsequently provided to the team during the first week of the inspection.
During the inspection the team identified several instances where the FSAR

appeared to not contain current data. On two of these occasions the licensee
noted they thought the FSAR had been changed to reflect the new data. The

team investigated the licensee's claim and found the changes had been made,
but that the FSAR the compliance group provided did not contain the most
recent FSAR amendment.

In determining why this copy of the FSAR had not been changed, the team found
that on November 17, 1991, the licensee distributed the latest FSAR amendment,
Amendment 43, dated September 1991. Records Hanagement Instruction (RHI)
4. 10, Technical Specification/FSAR Distribution," Revision 4, Effective Date
June 21, 1991, a quality instruction, governs the distribution of FSAR. This
procedure requires the user return a form indicating the change has been made.
The response for FSAR Amendment 43 was due on December 2, 1991. A follow-up
Transmittal Form (WP-536) was issued on December 19, 1991, to those holders of
a copy of FSAR who did not acknowledge the receipt of Amendment 43. The team
found the compliance group ha~ not acknowledged the receipt of Amendment 43 as
of February 5, 1992.

On February 5, 1992, the team found the person responsible for FSAR

distribution was not aware Revision 4 of RHI 4. 10 had been issued. The
licensing manager indicated the FSAR distribution section was not aware of the
revision because the approval routing sheet did not come to him, the
responsible manager, for signature.

Records Hanagement Instruction (RHI) l. 1, "Preparation and Control of Records
Hanagement Instructions," Revision 1, a quality instruction, requires the
procedure coordinator obtain the responsible manager's 'Release for

Approval'ignature

on a routing sheet prior to the issuance of any instruction. In
this case, the procedure coordinator did not obtain the responsible manager'
signature on the approval routing sheet for the issuance of the revision 4 of
RHI 4.10, "Technical Specification/FSAR Distribution." The licensing manager
has taken action to insure that his signature is required on the approval
routing sheet for any future issuance of RHI 4.10. This is an apparent
violation (NCV 50-397/92-01-17). This Severity Level V violation is not being
cited because the criteria specified in Section VII.B. of the Enforcement
Policy were satisfied.

5.2.4 Conclusions

The team concluded, based on finding drawings out-of-date, calculations which
did not use current input data, surveillance procedures that had not been
revised following design changes, and an out-of-date FSAR (see also Attachment
3), the licensee's design control implementation was weak.

6.0 ualit Assurance A

The team reviewed the licensee's audits required by Technical Specification
6.5.2.8.a. In 1988, this audit determined there were "a large number of



surveillances that were reviewed and accepted by Operations, even though they
exhibited missing and/or out-of-tolerance data." This report indicated that
strong management action was needed to resolve this issue. The 1989 audit
discussed the 1988 audit and concluded, "significant improvement was noted in
their (Operations) diligence in recording and reviewing data; in fact the
quality of Plant Operations'erformance was found exemplary..." The 1990
audit reported review of surveillance documentation and concluded,
"..performance in this area continues to be exemplary. Data entries were
complete, legible and properly initiated." The 1991 audit found only one
discrepancy which documented a surveillance procedure step had been checked
instead of initialled as required by the procedure.

Section 4.7 and Attachment 5 of this report document many instances of
incomplete and erroneous entries in surveillance procedures, including missing
and out of tolerance Technical Specification data. The team discussed this
with managers and supervisors of the gA organization because the gA
organization, noted exemplary performance in this area, contrary to the team's
findings.

To evaluate the progress made in correcting these deficiencies, the team
requested the licensee status the audit findings. The licensee initially
provided the team with a list that indicated none of the items had been
corrected. When the team questioned the l,censee, the licensee provided a
revised listing. The revised list showed approximately 60X of the findings
had been corrected. In ". eviewing the status list, the team found that a
significant portion of the items not yet corrected were potentially more
safety significant issues (e.g., false annunciation when starting service
water).

As discussed in Paragraph 4.9, the licensee's EDS audit identified
housekeeping as a significant deficiency. Apparently, the licensee s
corrective actions were not effective .in reso'lving the housekeeping problem,
since, two years later, the NRC team reidentified WNP-2 housekeeping as a
deficiency.

Based on the number and types of problems found by the team, the team
concluded that the licensee's guality Assurance organization had not been
effectively tracking or evaluating the adequacy of the resolution of their
EDSFI audit issues.

7.0 Exit Meetin 30703

The inspection scope and findings were summari ed on February 14, 1992, with
those persons identified in Attachment I. EDSFI inspection findings are
listed in Attachment 2. The licensee acknowledged the team's findings.
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Persons Contacted

Washin ton Public Power S stems

*B
*J
*R.
*J
J.
S.
C.

*S
R.
J.
C.

*G
H.

*L
*J
*p

L.
L.
T.
J.

*R
D.

*R.
L.

*D
*1

G.
*J

R.
B.
C.
R.

*A.
J.

*R
*C
*A.

H.
C.

*H
*p
*A.
*G

R.
D.

*S.
*R.

H.
W.
J.
R.
E.
L.
D.
R.
B.
K.
J.
L.
R.
L.
D.
W.

T.
P.
F.
P.
L.
S.
E.
C.
W.
L.
L.
C.
S.
D.
R.
P.
L.
E.
E.
H.
J.
V.
0.
P.
D.
A.
C.
B.
T.
L.
L.

Adami, System Engineer, Plant Technical
Baker, Manager, Nuclear Plant 2
Barbee, Supervisor, Plant Engineering
Bass, Principal Engineer
Bekhazi, Principle Engineer, HVAC Systems
Berry, HOV Test Engineer
Bonnington, Engineer, Plant Technical
Chaudhuri, Supervisor, Electrical/I&C Design
Davis, Senior Engineer, Metallurgy
Dittmer, System Engineer, Electrical/I&C Design
Foley, Program Leader, Design Basis Documents
Gelhaus, Assistant Manager, Plant Technical Staff
Grindel, Mechanical Engineer, Nuclear Systems
Grumme, Manager, Nuclear Safety Assurance
Harmon, Manager, Maintenance
Harness, Manager, Mechanical/Electrical, Generation Engineering
Harrold, 'Assistant Plant Manager
Homer, Senior Engineer, Maintenance
Hoyle, Supervisor, HOV Testing
Ittner, Technical Program Leader, Engineering Support
Koenigs, Manager, Design Engineering
Mand, System Engineer, Electrical Engineering
Matthews, Manager, Electrical/I&C Design
Hauws, Supervisor of Specialty Programs, Plant Technical Staff
Hazur, Managing Director
Heade, Supervisor, Electrical Engineering
Moore, Supervisor, Engineering Data Bases
Mowery, Engineer, Mechanical System, Generation Engineering
Nevala, Engineer, Technical Assessment
Ngo, Senior Engineer, Mechanical Engineering
Noyes, Manager, Engineering Programs
O'Reilly, Principle Engineer, Cathodic Protection
Oxsen, Deputy Hanaging Director
Parker, Supervisor, Power Systems, Generation Engineering
Powell, Senior Engineer,
Powers, Director, Engineering
Rapacz, Project Representative, BPA
Rice, System Engineer, Electrical Engineering
Romine, Supervisor, Design Drafting
Reis, Supervisor, Plant Chemistry
Ryals, Manager, Records Control
Shaw, Manager, Records Management
Sorensen, Manager, Regulatory Programs
Spence, Transmission Engineer, BPA
Thonn, Principal Engineer, Electrical/I&C Design
Washington, Manager, Technical Assessment
Webring, Manager, Plant Technical
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C. H. Mhitcomb, Hanager Engineering Support
*K. R. Mise, Hanager, Equipment Engineering
*S. D. Wood, Engineer

Morrison-Knudsen HKW Power S stems

NRC

F. Amend, Manager, Equipment gualification

*R. Barr, Team Leader
*F. Gee, Team Coordinator, Region V Engineering Inspector
"A. Josefowicz, Electrical Engineer, Canada
*P. Dick, Mechanical Engineer, Canada
*J. Hailer, Electrical Engineer, U.S.A.
*S. Mong, Brookhaven National Laboratory
*D. Acker, Region V Engineering Inspector

The inspectors also held discussions with other licensee and contractor
personnel during the course of the inspection.

*Attending the exit meeting on February 14, 1992.
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ttachment

EDSF Team Ins ection Findin s

Deviation (50-397/92-01-01), Paragraph 2.2.7 — The licensee in 1988
committed to change WNP-2 Technical Specifications for degraded grid
relay setpoints, but never submitted the change

Followup Item (50-397/92-01-02), Paragraph 3.2 — The maximum SSW (UHS)
temperature appears not to have been established.

Followup Item (50-397/92-01-03), Paragraph 3.3.2 - Sufficient data is not
available to support the worst case SSW cooling flows to the EDGs.

Followup Item (50-397/92-01-04), Paragraph 3.4.1 — Sufficient data is not
available to determine the most limiting EOG or DGEE room temperatures.

Followup Item (50-397/92-01-05), Paragraph 3.4.2 — Calculations indicate
the ¹1 Battery Charging Room and the Electric Equipment and Repair Shop
may, under worst case accident conditions, exceed WNP-2 Technical
Specifications limits.

Followup Item (50-397/92-01-06), Paragraph 3.4.5 - Sufficient test d"ta
or analysis is not available to support SEVR cabinet cooling under worst
case accident conditions.

Non-Cited Violation (50-397/92-01-07), Paragraph 4.4 — Scaffolds in EDG

day tank rooms were not erected according to procedure.

Followup Item (50-397/92-01-08), Paragraph 4.6 — The agreement between
BPA and the Supply System for control of the WNP-2 switchyard is not
sufficiently detailed to assure switchyard maintenance activities are
adequately controlled. This item will be reevaluated when the Supply
System and BPA establish a revised agreement.

Deviation (50-397/92-01-09), Paragraph 4.7 — IEEE 450-1975 c} iteria, as
committed to in the FSAR, has not been implemented.

Followup Item (50-397/92-01-10), Paragraph 4.7 - Circuit breaker contact
resistance acceptance criteria has not been established. Some WNP-2 EDS
circuit breakers may have high contact resistance.

Followup Item (50-397/92-01-11), Paragraph 4.7 - No requirement exists tn
document and disposition the steps of maintenance or surveillance
procedures that are not performed. The present licensee practice
bypasses management's review and control of deferred maintenance.

Non-Cited Violation (50-397/92-01-12), Paragraph 4.9 — Procedure 1.3.19,
"Housekeeping," was not correctly identified as a "Safety Related"
document per Plant Procedure 1.2.2, "Plant Procedure Preparation."

Apparent violation (50-397/92-01-13), Paragraph 5.2. 1 - No design
administrative control exists to assure surveillance procedures are
revised as a result of a design change.
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14.

15.

16.

17.

Apparent violation (50-397/92-01-14), Paragraph 5.2.2 - Differences
between plant configuration and top tier drawings were not promptly
resolved, as required by PPH 1.6.2, Section 5.2.

Apparent violation (50-397/92-01-15), Paragraph 5.2.2- Top tier drawings
were not revised as a result of implementing a design change as required
by PPH 1.6.2, Section 5.4.

Apparent violation (50-397/92-01-16), Paragraph 5.2.3 — The FSAR was not
revised per regulatory requirements.

Non-Cited Violation (50-397/92-01-17), Paragraph 5.2.3 - The responsible
manager's signature was not obtained on a routing sheet prior to issuance
of an instruction.

18. Apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18), Attachment 4, A., 1 - The licensee
failed to follow Surveillance Procedure 7.4.8.2.1.24, "quarterly Battery
Testing 250V DC B2-1," which requires the water level of each cell be
recorded.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18), Attachment 4, A., 2 — Surveillance
Procedure 7.4.8.2.1.24 neither recognizes or allows use of a temperature
correcting hydrometer; however, a temperature correcting hydrometer was
use«.

Apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18), Attachment 4, A., 3 — Surveillance
Procedure 7.4.8.2. 1.24, step 6.G requires that electrolyte level be
recorded as a deviation from center line in one-quarter inch increments,
with 0 being the midpoint between the high and low level. This was not
done according to procedure.

Apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18), Attachment 4, A., 4 — No record of
the shift manager being notified and no Plant Problem Report was
initiated as required in Surveillance Procedure 7.4.8.2.1.24, Step 6.R.

Apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18), Attachment 4, A., 5 — Surveillance
Procedure 7.4.8.2.1.24, Step 6.g required that a specific gravity
calculation be performed and the results be recorded in Attachment A,
Column H. The results were recorded as "OK".

23.

24.

25.

Apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18), Attachment 4, B., 1 — The
"comments" section was blank and there was nothing to indicate that the
voltage had been readjusted as required by Surveillance Procedure
7.4.8.2.1.21, Step 7.6.14.

Apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18), Attachment 4, C., 2 — Surveillance
Procedure 7.4.8.2. 1.13, Steps B.27 and B.28 require recording of
intercell resistance readings and verifying these readings are less than
or equal to 250 micro-ohms. No action was taken on readings outside the
procedure's acceptance criteria.

Apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18), Attachment 4, D., 1 - A load
discharge test of the battery charger was not performed according to
Surveillance Procedure 7.4.8.2.1.12.
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26. Apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18), Attachment 4, D., 2 — Surveillance
Procedure 7.4.8.2. 1. 12 was not followed when an incorrect measurement was
used in a calculation.

27. Apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18), Attachment 4, D., 3 - No results of
the battery visual inspection were recorded as per Surveillance Procedure
7.4.8.2.1.12.

28. Apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18), Attachment 4, E, 1 — No record of
initials on Steps 17 and 25 of Surveillance Procedure 7.4.8.2.1.22 to
acknowledge the recording of the specific gravity and the notification of
the Shift Manager that the battery test had been completed, respectively.

29. Followup Item (50-397/92-01-19), Paragraph 2.2.5 - Grounding system
resistance is to be verified.

30. Followup Item (50-397/92-01-20), Paragraph 2.7.3 — Coordination
calculation to be revised to include team finding.



ttachment 3

FSAR Deficiencies

Paragraph 2. 1.2 — The team found the WNP-2 FSAR in Section 8.3. 1.2.4.2.3
(page 8.3-51) stated the maximum value of the 230KV ac system was 240KV

vice 242KV.

Paragraph 2.1.5 — Section 8.3.1.1.1 of the WNP-2 FSAR describes, on page
8.3-2, interlocking logic which was not implemented for incoming and

outgoing circuit breaker operation upon an AFBT. The FSAR states"...
startup transformer circuit breakers are interlocked to close only after
the normal source circuit breakers have opened..."

Paragraph 2.2.7 — The team's review of the WNP-2 FSAR found FSAR

Amendment No. 42, August 1990, had not been updated to reflect the
current dropout voltage value. The FSAR, pages 8.3-4a and 8.3-13a, had
the previous dropout setting of 87.3X of nominal bus voltage.

Paragraph 2.3.2 - Calculation results from E/I 02.85.07, E/I 02.87.02,
and E/I 02.90.01 did not match the values listed in the FSAR Tables 8.3-
1, -2, and -3.

Paragraph 2.4.2 - The licensee generated a revised calculation that
changed SL-81 loading 219.22 KVA to within the transformer's rating.
FSAR Table 8.3-3 and all of the affected calculations require revision.

Paragraph 2.4.3 — The FSAR requires revision to accurately reflect
thermal overload heaters referenced in this paragraph.

Paragraph 2.4.5 — The team identified FSAR page 8.3-30 (Amendment No. 9,
April 1980) states that "All Class 1E ac and dc motors, as a minimum,
have torque characteristics...to accelerate their connected loads to
rated speed with only 80X of motor-rated voltage at the terminals." Not
all Class 1E motors have 80X of motor-rated voltage at their terminals.

Paragraph 2.5.4 - The team identified a discrepancy between the values of
minimum pick-up voltage for relays and contactors, as listed in FSAR

Table 8.3-13 and those listed in E/I 02.89.02.

Paragraph 2.6.5 - Section 8.3.2.1.2.2 of the FSAR stated the Division 3

battery utilized 60 cells vice 58. The load profile in the applicable
calculation was different from that listed in Table 8.3-6 of the FSAR.

Paragraph 3.3.2 — FSAR Table 9.2-5 cites the SSW HÃ heat load as
11,692,427 Btu/hr; however, a higher load has been calculated.

Paragraph 3.4. 1 - The FSAR (pg. 9.5-50) provides an unreferenced number
of 22,000 Btu/min or 1,320,000 Btu/hr for room heat load. This FSAR was

not updated to reflect 1989 heat load test results of 1,627,000 Btu/hr
value exceeded the FSAR value of 1,320,000 Btu/hr.
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ttachment 4

ata Recordin rrors and Weaknesses

A. Surveillance Procedure 7.4.8.2.1.24, "quarterly Battery Testing 250V dc
B2-1."

1. Step 6.H requires the water level of each cell be recorded on
Attachment A, Column D. This step satisfied TS surveillance requirement
4.8.2. l.b.l. This step was marked NA on Attachment A, Column D for cells
1 through 20 on December 22, 1991. This is an apparent violation (50-
397-92-01-18). When notified by the team of the missing TS data the
licensee declared the battery inoperable and re-performed the
surveillance.

2. Step 6.G requires a temperature correction factor be recorded. Step
6.M requires the measured temperature be corrected by the factor recorded
in step 6.G. These steps were not accomplished on December 22, 1991.
When notified by the team of the missing correction the licensee stated a
temperature correcting hydrometer had been used. The team noted the
procedure neither recognized or allowed use of a temperature correcting
hydrometer. All 250V dc battery data for 1990 and 1991 contained the
.; me non-compliance. This is part o~ an apparent violation (50-397/92-
01-18).

3. Step 6.G requires level be recorded as a deviation from center line
in one-quarter inch increments, with 0 being the midpoint between the
high and low level. The level recorded for cells 21 through 171 and 173
through 232 was marked "OK" on December 22, 1991. One "OK" was entered
for the top cell for each sheet and a straight line with an arrow was
drawn through the remaining data points on the sheet. Use of "OK" and
lines and arrows was common throughout the data reviewed. When
questioned by the team the licensee was unable to determine whether the
"OK" meant "0" or "within the TS allowed range". The licensee stated
that there was no administrative document which allowed use of lines and
arrows to cover multiple data points with the same results. This is part
of an apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18).

4. Step 6.R requires the specific gravity of each cell be compared to
the average specific gravity of all the cells. For any cell with a
specific gravity more than 0.02 below the average, the procedure requires
the Shift Manager be notified and the condition be evaluated by a Plant
Problem Report. On March 24, 1991 cell 8 was recorded as having a
specific gravity of 0.023 below the average. There was no record that
the Shift Manager was notified and the Plant Problem Report was not
initiated for 3 months, which was after the data had been superseded by
the next quarterly data. This is part of an apparent violation (50-
397/92-01-18).

5. Step 6.g requires a specific gravity calculation be performed and the
results be recorded in Attachment A, Column H. On, the data of Nay 9,
1991, the only notation in Column H was "OK". This is part of an
apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18).
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B. Surveillance Procedure 7.4.8.2. 1.21, "quarterly Battery Testing 24V OC
B0-1A, B0-1B, B0-2A, B0-2B."

1. Step 7.6.14 requires battery float voltage be measured, and if found
below a minimum value, the Shift Manager contacted, the voltage adjusted
and the results recorded on the "comments" section of the data sheet.
The minimum voltage allowed without adjustment is 26.8V dc. On the data
recorded on September 10, 1991, the float voltage was recorded as 26.63V
dc. The "comments" section was blank and there was nothing to indicate
that the voltage had been readjusted as required by the procedure. this
is part of an apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18).

C. Surveillance Procedure 7.4.8.2. 1. 13, "18 Month Battery Testing of E-BO-
1B."

l. Attachment B, Column C provides blocks to record the results of a
visual inspection and tightness test of the battery cell-to-cell
connections. The inspection is done to satisfy TS surveillance
requirement 4.8.2.1.c.2. Four of the blocks on the table were marked as
NA since 4 of the cells have no external connections to be inspected and
tightness tested. On the data of April 19, 1991, the results were
recorded as "OK" for the top cell and a line and arrow were drawn through
the remaining inspection blocks. The line was drawn through the blocks
already marked as NA by the procedure, potent:,ily indicating performance
of an inspection arid tIghtness test on equipment which did not exist.
The team was concerned about the validity of this data.

2. Steps B.27 and B.28 requires recording of intercell resistance
readings and verifying these. readings are less than or equal to 250
micro-ohms. This satisfies TS surveillance requirement 4.8.2. l.c.3. On
May 28, 1990, all of the intercell resistance readings were recorded as
greater than 250 micro-ohms. No action was taken on these readings which
were outside the procedure and TS allowed values. This is part of an
apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18).

D. Surveillance Procedure 7.4.8.2.1. 12, "18 Month Battery Testing of E-BO-
1A."

1. Step 6.A.7 and 6.A.8 perform a load discharge test of the battery
charger. The test requires that the load be a minimum of 25 amps for
four hours. The load current is required to be measured and recorded
every 15 minutes. This step is done to satisfy TS surveillance
requirement 4.8.2. l.c.4. 1. On May 17, 1990, the initial current was
recorded as 2.6 amps and all remaining data was below the required 25
amps. The technician noted on the last 3 data points that the battery on
his meter was going dead, but no action was taken to perform the test as
specified in the procedure. This is part of an apparent violation (50-
397/92-01-18).

2. Step 6.B.2 measures and records load current for a battery discharge
test. Step 6.B.3 requires the load current recorded in step 6.B.2 be
subtracted from 24 amps and this value of current used for the discharge
test. On May 17, 1990, the current measured and recorded in Step 6.B.2
was 3.8 amps, however in Step 6.B.3, 3.0 amps was incorrectly used in the
calculation. This is an apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18).
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3. Step 6.B.25 requires a visual inspection of the battery and the
recording of the results on Attachment B, Columns A and B. This is done

to satisfy TS surveillance requirement 4.8.2. l.c. 1. On May 17, 1990,
Column A, internal cell inspection results, was left blank. This is part
of an apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18).

E. Surveillance Procedure 7.4.8.2. 1.22, "quarterly Testing 125V DC Bl-1 and

B1-2, Step 17, requires the technician to initial the step signifying
the completion and the recording of the results of a calculation for
battery specific gravity, and Step 25, requires the technician to initial
the step signifying that the Shift Manager had been notified after the
testing of the battery is completed.

On the data dated May 30, 1991, the technician marked Step 17 as NA and

Step 25 was left blank. A Craft Supervisor signed for review of the
surveillance procedure and a Shift Manager signed that the surveillance
procedure was completed, even though all the procedure steps had not been
completed as required by the procedure's instructions. This is part of
an apparent violation (50-397/92-01-18).

Discussion

For all c': examples listed :<bove, a maintenance supervisor signed the cover
sheet as "Assigned Reviewer." For all the examples listed abr.'. ', a Shift
Manager signed the cover sheet as "Test :ompleted."

The licensee has several administrative procedures which apply to the
performance of surveillance procedures. The following is a partial listing of
the requirements applicable to the recording and review of surveillance data.

Administrative Procedure 1.5. 1, Revision 16, dated February 6, 1991 and
Deviation 91-1009 dated October ll, 1991, "Technical Specification
Surveillance Testing Program," required:

l. In paragraph 1.5.1.4.F that "Any step that cannot be completed or
meet the acceptance criteria must be resolved with the Shift Manager..."

2. In paragraph 1.5. 1.6.A that "Completed surveillance tests shall be
reviewed for completeness and accuracy within each Department..." by
supervisors or alternates. The detail of the review required includes,
"review the test results against acceptance criteria ," "if an item has
been omitted...investigate...," and "review to determine if a PER is
required to document a personnel error, programmatic failure, etc."

Administrative Procedure 1.2.3, Revision 17, dated November 14, 1991,
"Use of Controlled Plant Procedures," required in paragraph 5.5.7 that,
"any person performing a task for which there is a procedure is
responsible for doing the job as described by the procedure."

The licensee reviewed the examples listed above and concluded that additional
management attention was needed. Electrical Maintenance and Shift Supervisory
personnel were briefed on the problems. Shift Supervisory personnel will now

be required to initial any step marked NA in surveillance procedures.
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Conclusion

The team concluded surveillance procedures were not apparently being performed
and reviewed in accordance with the licensee's and NRC requirements. In
several of these cases, the failure to follow the procedures apparently
resulted in missing technical specification requirements.



Bt h t5
NP- Switch ard Control

Listed below are examples of testing specified in WNP-2/BPA Agreement per
Letter WPBP-2-83-03 which were not being done as frequently as listed.
o BPA to take 500 KV circuit breaker gas pressure daily

o BPA to .take 500 KV circuit breaker temperature readings daily

o BPA to trip test 500 KV circuit breakers quarterly

Listed below are examples of administrative requirements of WNP-2/BPA
Agreement per Letter WPBP-2-83-03 which were not being followed.

o BPA to provide WNP-2 its schedule of maintenance yearly in November

o WNP-2 to provide BPA with a forecast of net load yearly in January

o WNP-2 to provide BPA a forecast of major maintenance affecting generation
yearly in January

Th responsible licensee engineer had organized a yearly me~ting between WNP-2
and BPA to discuss annual maintenance and special outage work. The team's
review of the minutes of the 1991 meeting indicate the maintenance schedule
was discussed.

Weaknesses in the Scope of BPA/WNP-2 Agreement

Hours of Work

There was no requirement in the agreement dealing with the maximum numbers of
hours of work for BPA personnel wor king in the WNP-2 switchyard. The licensee
and BPA had recognized this issue and had included limits and management
control of overtime in a 1990 proposed agreement.

Safety Instructions

No definition of safety requirements exist in the agreement. It was not
specified whether BPA personnel would follow their own safety requirements or
WNP-2 safety requirements. From discussion with personnel, the team
understood BPA is following their own safety instructions.

Priority of Restoration of Offsite Power

The agreement did not address the priority of restoration of offsite power to
WNP-2 over other loads.

Maintenance of the Switchyard

Several places in the agreement noted BPA will maintain the switchyard in a
manner similar to other equipment on its system. The team considered the
importance of uninterrupted offsite power to WNP-2 should have been considered
in determining the extent of maintenance" specified in the agreement. The team
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reviewed the actual maintenance previously performed on the switchyard and
concluded that the BPA was accomplishing more frequent maintenance on selected
WNP-2 switchyard equipment than on other equipment on its system. However,
since no long term maintenance guidelines were included in the agreement,
there was no method for management to insure the present practice was
maintained.

BPA Training

The team noted that the licensee was granting BPA personnel escort authority
for access to the switchyard. There is nothing in the agreement which
specified the training qualifications for the BPA personnel. The team
considered the licensee should maintain control of minimum craft skill and
safety qualifications for all personnel working in the licensee's switchyard.

Evaluation of BPA Work

Neither the agreement nor licensee procedures require the licensee's quality
assurance and safety organizations to monitor BPA work. A guality Assurance
audit of a BPA job to clean insulators was accomplished in 1991.

Conclusion

Based on the above, the team concluded that the BPA/WNP-2 Agreement is not
~eing followed and does not cover a number of important issues. Some of these
issues have been previously recognized by the 1-icensee and are being resolved.
The team concluded that a new agreement was needed to allow licensee
management to maintain a minimum level of control over their switchyard.


